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1. DISEC Topic 1 - Addressing Civilian Technologies 

with Military Applications 
1.1. Topic Overview 
The Disarmament and International Security Committee will discuss the current mechanisms for            

transferring missile delivery systems components and technologies , and the limitations that           1

affect the U.N.’s ability to restrict or monitor these issues.  

Currently, the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR), an informal and non-legally binding            

export control regime, is the main vigilante over the international transfer of missile equipment              

usable for systems that deliver Weapons of Mass Destruction. Despite a lack of coercive, legal,               

or economic enforcing capabilities, and no formal link with the U.N., the Regime has outlined               

common export controls and guidelines between members and held regular meetings. Despite            2

a series of triumphs after its creation, the MTCR has been subject to multiple criticisms from                

observers, who have qualified the Regime as a cartel and have questioned its actual effects on                

limiting the proliferation of ballistic missiles on a global scale. 

The First Committee of the U.N. General Assembly, aware of the potential dangers that              

international trade of missile components and technologies convey, calls upon members of the             

international community to explore the contemporary outlook of technologies, such as           

surveillance and software, their regulation in trade, and the future of the ever-changing             

relationship between military and civilian technologies.  

 

1.2. Historical Background 
1.2.1. On MTCR 

Ever since warfare technology reached transnational capabilities, the global community has           

strived to limit the implementation of weapons with massive destruction potential. After their first              

and only use in combat — the bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in 1945 — the United                 

Nations has led efforts in treaty establishments that aim to limit the proliferation of such               

weapons, namely the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty,           

1 View Key Concepts section 
2 View Current Situation section 
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the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks, and the establishment of Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zones,           

among many others. However, something that has been hard to regulate is the trade of               

technological components used in missile delivery technology. These allow for the development,            

production, or placing of a missile in the desired position for detonation. 

There was a sense of urgency in limiting the spread of missile delivery systems in the late years                  

of the Cold War—namely because of attacks between Iran and Iraq, as well as increased               

missile trade between China and Saudi Arabia, and the Argentina-Egypt-Iraq “Condor” coalition.            

Consequently, U.S. president Ronald Reagan began talks with allied G7 countries on the topic              

of missile proliferation—talks that led to the creation of the Missile Technology Control Regime              
in 1987 by the G7 countries, a non-U.N. and non-binding export control regime. Its main               

purpose has been regulating the proliferation of ballistic missiles and other delivery systems,             

eventually including more modern systems, such as UAVs, that could potentially be used for              

chemical, biological, and nuclear attacks. During the MTCR’s first decade, multiple missile            
3

development/transfer programs were slowed down, such the aforementioned Condor II program           

developed by Argentina, Egypt, and Iraq in 1989, and the destruction of ballistic missile              
4

stockpiles of countries such as Poland and the Czech Republic. Six states also figure into               

MTCR's successes: Argentina, Brazil, South Korea, Taiwan, South Africa, and Egypt, which            

have since diminished their missile developments. In 1993, the Regime’s Guidelines were            

updated to include the transfer of chemical and biological warheads. 

At the end of the Cold War, the MTCR expanded its membership to most of its current day                  

members and included Russia in 1995. This event sparked a series of conflicts regarding the               

trustworthiness of the Regime as Russia has since stretched the MTCR’s clauses to the limit,               

reserving its right to produce missiles.  

Despite the early relevant victories, the Regime has struggled with multiple instances of             

noncompliance from members and development of ballistic missiles from non-members since its            

creation (cases are covered in the Bloc Positions section). It is also relevant to note that                

3 Arms Control Association – The Missile Technology Control Regime at a Glance 
https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/mtcr  
4 The Washington Post – Egypt Drops out of Missile Project 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/archive/politics/1989/09/20/egypt-drops-out-of-missile-project/c2e12138
-c7aa-4487-beed-4e5777ee9581/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.a84f2baff3b9  
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MTCR’s achievements were also attainable due to multiple domestic and external factors, such             

as U.S. leverage and the threat of international economic sanctions.  

The MTCR has grown to encompass 35 members, among which include some of the main               

missile manufacturers. However, key players in missile proliferation, such as North Korea, Iran,             

Pakistan, and Israel, have continued to test and expand their missile arsenals.  

1.2.2. Hague Code of Conduct  

The Hague Code of Conduct is a multilateral arrangement that aims to prevent the proliferation               

of Ballistic Missile Systems capable of delivering weapons of mass destruction. It went into              

effect in 2002, and its member countries are required to provide pre-launch notifications on              

ballistic missile and space-launch vehicle launches, and submit annual declarations of their            

country’s policies on ballistic missiles and space-launch vehicles. The efforts of the Code and its               

members complement the work of the MTCR, and it has suffered similar weaknesses: lack of               

enforcement power and, therefore, multiple instances of non-compliance from members.  

 

1.3. Current Situation 

1.3.1. How the MTCR works 

An essential parting point for comprehending the Regime’s mechanisms and capabilities is            

understanding its “voluntary” nature — it is not a legally-binding commission, nor does it have               

the capacity to draft and pass treatises. Its functioning is largely based on establishing the               

policies to follow in global missile trade, but has little to no mechanisms of putting these policies                 

into practice other than the trust and cooperation of its members. 

The MTCR’s Guidelines figure a two-category control list for exports in its “Material and              

Technology Annex”: 

● Category I Exports: Complete missiles and rockets, major sub-systems, and          

production facilities (i.e. items that are actual missile parts or the main            

component for their development). Export approval for one of these items is very             

rare, and the Regime generally denies and condemns these types of transfers,            
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as the Guidelines state: “There will be a strong presumption to deny such             

transfers.”   
5

● Category II Exports: Specialized materials, technologies, propellants, and        

sub-components for missiles and rockets. Restrictions on these items are less           

severe, as most of these also have multiple civilian uses.  

The evaluation Guidelines for identifying legitimate transfers are outlined in Annex 1 of this              

background guide . With these, the Regime and its members can validate their transactions as              
6

legitimate and identify any violators of the Regime’s Guidelines. 

1.3.2. On Category II: Civilian Technologies with Military Applications 

As explained, the MTCR imposes few restrictions on Category II exports because of their              

dual-use nature. This means that these technologies can be used for peaceful or military              

purposes. Their nature allows for relatively easy trade, and it has been mostly left to individual                

countries’ legislation to pose limits and restrictions in their international exchange. However, this             

facility of trade leaves room for the transnational supply of terrorist groups, or undercover              

exports of potentially dangerous technologies to other countries. This has been a known             
7

hazard for decades. Recent advances in not only components, but also in software and              

surveillance technologies have led to an increase in the creation of shell companies and              

undercover trafficking networks in regions with ongoing military conflicts, such as Syria, Iran,             

India, and Pakistan, among others, with the intent of importing such technologies. At the core of                

the topic is how easily some organizations and/or countries can come into possession of such               

technologies and deploy them without an actual need to report their final usage. The probable               

reality is that regulating the trade of potential military technological components through            

multilateral and non-enforceable mechanisms, such as the MTCR, hold few prospects of future             

success.  

5 Missile Technology Control Regime: Factsheet to Accompany Public Announcement "White House 
Press Office (WHPO), April 6, 1987 
6 View Resources section 
7 BBC – The global terror network that started in Pontypridd 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-wales-44826806  
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1.3.3. UN Action  

The duality of technological development is a major issue for multiple U.N. organisms, which              

have outlined their concerns with respect to global security, in light of technological innovations.              

There is a consensual tension upon the lack of legal and security frameworks regarding              

dual-use technology However, hampering technological progress and innovation is another          

worry that has been called out. Attempts at passing resolutions regarding trade protocols,             

effective contingency plans, and better categorization of missile equipment and components           

have been made with few successes. A possible obstacle in U.N. consensus is its enforcement               

capabilities and the much more tangible influence it can have in changing domestic policies. 

 

1.4. Bloc Positions  

1.4.1. United States 

The U.S. is a member of the MTCR and the Hague Code of Conduct. It is a major producer and                    

exporter of technologies such as missile systems, components, and information. Multiple           

American enterprises have transferred these technologies to other countries despite the           

restrictions imposed by the MTCR. Its history of expanding cooperation with Israel on military              

and technological matters has been a major cause of mistrust in the Regime’s efficiency. 

1.4.2. Israel 

Israel announced its intentions to abide by MTCR restrictions in 1991. However, it has              

continued to develop ballistic missiles and test them, appealing to the fact that these missiles               

are for defensive purposes exclusively. Moreover, the U.S. government is obliged by its own              

domestic law to cease all business with a country that violates MTCR restrictions, but is               

nonetheless involved in multiple ballistic missile development programs with Israel. 

1.4.3. Democratic People’s Republic of Korea 

Since the 1980's, North Korea has adopted an aggressive missile development program, which             

reportedly achieved the capacity to strike across the Pacific. But after decades of tensions with               
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western countries, the Kim Jong-un regime has shown signs of openness and willingness to              

establish peace talks.  

1.4.4. Pakistan and India 

The MTCR has been virtually ineffective at preventing the expansion of the Pakistani missile              

program. After receiving contributions in the past from China (another non-member), Pakistan            

has pursued technological development as a deterrence towards neighboring India, due to            

decades-old political hostilities. India on the other hand, has recently become a member of the               

MTCR and an importer of dual-use technologies from countries such as the United States.  

1.4.5. People’s Republic of China 

China is neither a member of the MTCR and the Hague Code of Conduct. It is an owner of a                    

large inventory of UAVs and producer of multiple missile components. It has a history of               

supplying (even publicly) developing countries with military and dual-use technology. 

 

1.5. Discussion Questions 

● Is the MTCR a sufficiently strong organism to face the transnational trade of missile and               

dual-use technologies? 

● With a rise in undercover trade and supply of dual-use technologies to illegal             

organizations, how much intervention can or should be made to limit international trade,             

and how could intervention hinder technology production and innovation? 

● What judiciary limits should be established in the prosecution of misuse of dual-use             

technology, taking into consideration existing treatises and national sovereignty? 

● Is there a need for a larger consensus on the categorization of dual-use technologies,              

given their large varieties and the multiple mechanisms through which they could be             

transferred? 
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● Given the more direct influence the United Nations can have in enforcing policies and              

pressuring sanctions, what bargaining chips does the First Committee of the General            

Assembly have to make tangible progress in the topic? 

 

1.6. Key Terms 

● MTCR: Missile Technology Control Regime, a trading regime that regulates the transfer            

of technological components that could potentially lead to the creation of missiles and             

other military weapons.  

● Missile Delivery Systems: The technological components that allow for the          

development, production, or placing of a missile in the desired position for detonation,             

with potential usage in a mass destruction attack. 

● Dual-Use Technology: Technological items that can have both peaceful and military           

applications. 

● MTCR Guidelines, Annex, and Categories: The Guidelines by which the MTCR and its             

members abide. 

 

1.7. Resources 

Annex 1: 

“According to Paragraph 3 of the Guidelines, the government judgment on the likely use of a 

missile item will be made "on the basis of all available, persuasive information, evaluated 

according to factors including...A. concerns about proliferation of weapons of mass 

destruction; B. The capabilities and objectives of the missile and space programme of 

the recipient state; C. The significance of the transfer in terms of the potential 

development of the nuclear delivery systems other than the manned aircraft; D. The 

assessment of the end-use of the transfer, including the relevant assurances of the 

recipient state referred to in subparagraphs 5A and 5B below; E. The applicability of 

relevant multilateral agreements". 
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Under Paragraph 5, "where the transfer could contribute to a nuclear weapon delivery system, 

the Government will authorise transfers of items in the Annex only on receipt of 

appropriate assurances from the government of the recipient state that: A. the item will 

be used only for the purpose that is stated and that such use will not be modified nor the 

items modified or replicated without the prior consent (of the MTCR member state that 

transferred the items); B. Neither the items nor the replicas nor derivatives thereof will be 

retransferred without the consent of the (MTCR member state)." 

Retrieved from Zachary S. Davis, "Nonproliferation Regimes: Policies to Control the Spread of             

Nuclear, Chemical and Biological Weapons and Missiles", CRS Report for Congress, February            

18, 1993, p. 42-43 

 

The following links can be useful to further understand the use of civilian technologies with               

military goals: 

 

● MTCR – Missile Technology Control Regime: 

http://mtcr.info/frequently-asked-questions-faqs/ 

● NTI – Missile Technology Control Regime: 

http://www.nti.org/learn/treaties-and-regimes/missile-technology-control-regime-mtcr/ 

● United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs – Nuclear Weapons: 

https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/nuclear/ 

● Arms Control Association – The Missile Technology Control Regime at a Glance: 

https://www.armscontrol.org/factsheets/mtcr 

● University of Washington Press – Containing Missile Proliferation 

http://www.washington.edu/uwpress/books/UpdateApril2009.pdf 
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2. DISEC Topic 2 - Restricting the Flow of Small Arms In 

Regions of Conflict 
2.1. Topic Overview 
The 20th century faced a previously unrecognized issue within the global arena: the human cost               

of illicit small arms trade and the flow of light weapons. In 2015, following the opening remarks                 

of then Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon, Zeid Ra’ad al Hussein, High Commissioner for Human             

Rights remarked, “Small arms do not only make easy the taking and maiming of lives, but also                 

kill economies and the social bonds on which every kind of collective institution and progress               

rely…” during an open Security Council debate. His proclamation rang true; the weapons of the               8

21st century are more advanced and more readily available than in previous decades. These two               

reasons alone directly enable "denial of education and health, criminality, illicit plundering of             

natural resources, decreased trade and investment, violence against women and girls, gang            

violence, and the collapse of the rule of law."1 Research conducted by the Small Arms Survey,                

an independent research institution, estimated that the small arms trade produces $4 billion             

annually worldwide, and that $1 billion of those profits comes from the illicit trade of small arms                 

and light weapons. With technology rapidly progressing, the complexity of the crisis grows with              9

the addition of cryptocurrencies, virtual economies, and blockchain technology. The dark web            

sanctions the trade and sale of untraceable weapons, construction and modification plans, and             

data transfers that bypass the scrutiny of government regulations.  10

 

2.2. Historical Background 
2.2.1. Definition of Small Arms and Light Weapons (SALW) 

A universal definition of what constitutes a small arm or light weapon does not exist. The United                 

Nations Panel of Governmental Experts on Small Arms developed a list of defining             

characteristics of the weapon classes in document A/52/298. The Panel distinguishes portable            

weapons as one of two categories: small arms or light weapons and they are as follows: 

8 United Nations – Human Cost of Illicit Flow of Small Arms, Light Weapons Stressed in Security Council Debate 
https://www.un.org/press/en/2015/sc11889.doc.htm  
9 United Nations – Facts on Illegal Small Arms: https://www.un.org/events/smallarms2006/pdf/factsheet_1.pdf  
10 Rand Corporation – International Arms Trade on the Dark Web: 
https://www.rand.org/randeurope/research/projects/international-arms-trade-on-the-hidden-web.html  

9 
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1. The weapons attributed to the class “small arms” are: revolvers and self-loading pistols,             

rifles, assault rifles, and light machine-guns.  

2. Weaponry characterized as “light weapons” are: heavy machine-guns, portable         

anti-aircraft guns, mounted grenade launchers, portable anti-aircraft missile systems,         

ammunition, explosives, landmines, and anti-tank hand grenades.  
11

The term “firearm” was solidified in the Firearms Protocol by the United Nations. A firearm is a                 

portable weapon with a barrel that expels a bullet or other projectile by an explosion. Firearms                

are usually regulated by national laws, which govern the manufacture and transfer of weapons              

domestically. The term “small arms” is most commonly used when referring to weapons used or               

carried in a military setting.9 

2.2.2. Historical Events Relevant to the Flow of Small Arms: 

To see the type of devastating impact that firearms can inflict upon a populace, we can look to                  

the example of Colombia during the late 20th century. From 1979 to 2005, it was reported that                 

over 475,000 people in Colombia were killed by firearms, primarily due to organized crime.              

Furthermore, 80% of all homicides in Colombia are perpetrated with firearms, and 93% of              

victims are men. Small arms and light weapons were involved in the deaths of approximately               

108,000 people associated with direct conflict globally in 2003.  

The Small Arms Survey reported that in 2004, there were approximately 200,000 non-conflict             

deaths associated with firearms each year across the globe; 6% of these were suicides, and               

40% were homicides.  
12

As of May 2006, over 17,000 children have been removed from armed groups in the Democratic                

Republic of the Congo. UNICEF supported the care of 11,361 of those children; 14% of those                

children were girls. Also in 2006, the Monitoring Group on Somalia reported that 10,000 tons of                

charcoal were illegally exported from Somalia to fund the purchase of illicit arms and to finance                

militias.6 

11 United Nations – General and Complete Disarmament, Small Arms: 
http://www.un.org/Depts/ddar/Firstcom/SGreport52/a52298.html  
12 United Nations – Facts on Illegal Small Arms https://www.un.org/events/smallarms2006/pdf/factsheet_1.pdf  
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In 2011, the Third Committee of the sixty-sixth General Assembly met and found that criminal               

groups and organized crime who perpetrate trafficking illicit drugs and small arms possess the              

ability to destabilize countries. Without strengthened international cooperation and more          

communal resources, these groups could create ripple effects that can destabilize entire            

regions. In States such as Cote d’Ivoire and Costa Rica, the illicit drug trade is a seemingly                 

permanent fixture that has created a favorable environment “for the trafficking of drugs, banditry              

and transnational crimes, even terrorism.” Delegates at the Third Committee session called for             

more financing for the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) to aid in combating                

drug and weapons trafficking.   13

2.2.3. Prior United Nations Against the Flow of Small Arms: 

The United Nations Disarmament Commission (UNDC) was established as the first UN body to              

submit proposals for a treaty on the regulation and reduction of all armaments and the               

elimination of weapons of mass destruction in January 1952. In 1978, the first special session of                

the General Assembly opened, which exclusively debated disarmament and formed a           

subsidiary body of the General Assembly whose purpose was to present recommendations on a              

multitude of issues within the scope of disarmament. After the cold war ended in the 1990s,                14

the international community began to focus on internal and regional armed conflicts. Thus             

began the debate over small arms and their illicit trade.7 

13 United Nations - Criminal Groups Trafficking in Drugs, Weapons Can Destabilize Countries, Regions; Combating Them 

Requires Increased Cooperation, Resources, Third Committee Told https://www.un.org/press/en/2011/gashc4007.doc.htm  
14 United Nations Office For Disarmament Affairs – United Nations Disarmament Commission: 

https://www.un.org/disarmament/institutions/disarmament-commission/  
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The Governmental Panel of Experts, brought together in 1997 by the UN, was charged with               

examining the types of small arms and light weapons. The goal was that they would create a                 

working definition for small arms, investigate the more precise causes of the increasing             

accumulation of and trade of small arms, and submit recommendations to reduce the growing              

number of small arms globally. Their findings and recommendations were submitted to the UN              

in document A/52/298. The Panel advised cooperation amongst local police forces, intelligence            

offices, and customs. Additionally, they called for a conference to discuss all aspects of illicit               

small arms trade. Finally, on July 9, 2001, the United Nations in New York City opened the UN                  15

Conference on the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All Its Aspects. The                

participants in the conference examined, not only the criminal aspects of illicit SALW trade, but               

all contributing factors to excessive stockpiling and the destabilizing attributes of the transfers.             

Throughout the conference, the main points of contention between member states were the             

15 Weapons Law Encyclopedia – 2001 UN Programme of Action on Small Arms: 
http://www.weaponslaw.org/instruments/2001-un-programme-of-action-on-small-arms  
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civilian acquisition and possession of firearms, the language on international humanitarian law            

violations, the right of states to buy and sell weapons, export regulations, and the marking and                

tracing procedures of arms. As a result, on July 20, the Programme of Action to Prevent,                

Combat, and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small Arms and Light Weapons in All its Aspects                

(PoA) was adopted by consensus.6  

After much negotiation and compromise, the Programme of Action established a framework for             

small arms control and reduction, and      

covered various topics under the     

umbrella of illicit small arms. At its core,        

the PoA is a global commitment      

amongst member states with guidelines     

to create and implement measures to      

curtail the manufacturing and sale of      

illicit small arms at the regional,      

national, and international levels. By     

doing so, the cost of human life and        

human suffering globally might be     

reduced to establish peace and     

security. China, along with other     

member states, would not allow any      

language pertaining to human rights or violations of humanitarian laws; thus, none is included in               

the PoA. Many concessions were made on the language of marking and tracing weapons; the               

PoA established a need for a UN investigation on the feasibility of marking and tracing. The                

term “ammunition” seldom appears in the document, but a reference is made to it, leaving the                

issue unresolved.9  

In May 2005, Resolution 55/255 adopted the Protocol Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and              

Trafficking in Firearms, Their Parts and Components and Ammunition, otherwise known as the             

Firearms Protocol. It is the only legally binding document with the purpose of countering the               

illicit trafficking of firearms globally. Since this instrument is legally binding, it posed several              

problems, primarily, the issue of marking firearms increased debate and slowed negotiations.            

The Firearms Protocol serves as a framework for governments and law enforcement to regulate              

the flow of arms, prevent them from entering the illicit market, and prompt investigations that do                

13 
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not interfere with legitimate arms transfers. In addition, it promotes international cooperation            

between states; if a state adopts the protocol, it is required to implement security measures to                

control the flow of small arms. Unlike any other instrument established before it, the Firearms               16

Protocol condoned illicit small arms trafficking as a criminal offense.9 

In 2005, stemming from the Programme of Actions, the United Nations member states adopted              

the International Tracing Instrument (ITI). The instrument’s scope pertains to small arms and             

light weapons, though ammunition does not fall under its purview. The instrument establishes             

standards that are to be complied with by all the States who have ratified it. ITI is a means of                    

controlling, recording, and tracing of weapons that move throughout the licit market. The             

working description of what constitutes a small arm or light weapon was detailed as “any               

man-portable lethal weapon that expels or launches, is designed to expel or launch, or may be                

readily converted to expel or launch a shot, bullet or projectile by the action of an explosive,                 

excluding antique small arms and light weapons or their replicas.” The guidelines additionally             17

encourage “cooperation in tracing,” such that states should respond to foreign trace requests.             18

Though the premise of the instrument is progressive, various challenges remain: the lack of              

legislative review limits the full implementation in a state, many previously unmarked            

government and military weapons will have to be marked, and the need for international              

assistance to reach the fulfill the proper implementation of the instrument.7 

In 2008, the International Ammunition Technical Guidelines (IATG) were established by the            

Panel of Governmental Experts and presented to the UN. IATG provides a framework for states               

so that national standards and operational procedures can be created, and guidelines on safety,              

security, and ammunition stockpile limitation might be met. These are the first established             

guides that contain recommendations on controlling the issue of ammunition. 9 

2.2.4. United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs (UNODA) 

United Nations ODA was established in January of 1998 as a department of the              

Secretary-General’s programme corresponding to the requirements of his biennial report. In           

16 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime – The Firearms Protocol: 
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/firearms-protocol/the-firearms-protocol.html  
17 Sarah Parker and Marcus Wilson – A Guide to the UN Small Arms Process: 
http://www.smallarmssurvey.org/fileadmin/docs/Q-Handbooks/HB-02-Diplo-Guide/SAS-HB02-Guide-UN-Small-Arms-Process.p
df  
18 Glenn McDonald, Small Arms Survey - The International Tracing Instrument: Challenges and Opportunities 
http://www.smallarmssurvey.org/fileadmin/docs/M-files/SASMcDonald%202006%20international%20tracing%20instrument.p
df  
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2007, the department was renamed to the United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs. The              

body: 

1. Provides support for the development of normative frameworks in the field of            

disarmament through the GA and DISEC. 

2. Encourages debate, transparency, and negotiation on disarmament matters coinciding         

with military affairs and regional disarmament. 

3. Provides detailed and unbiased information on global disarmament issues to member           

states, organizations worldwide, the media, and the general public.  
19

2.2.5. United Nations Office on Drugs and Crimes (UNODC) 

UNODC stands as the international head of the fight against illicit substances and crimes.              

UNODC was created in 1997 when the United Nations Drug Control Programme and the Centre               

for International Crime Prevention merged. The committee assists all member states who            

request help in combating “illicit drugs, crime, and terrorism.” The three main objectives of              

UNDOC are: 

1. Research and analysis of the understanding of illicit substance and crime crises as the              

basis of “policy and operational decisions.” 

2. Norm-setting work to assist governments in the implementation of international treaties           

and agreements that are relevant to crime, drugs. and terrorism. 

3. Involvement in "field-based" technical projects that boost the member states’ abilities to            

counteract illicit drugs and crime. 

a. UNODC is able to assist with: organized crime, corruption, drug abuse           

prevention, terrorism prevention, illicit drug trafficking, and criminal justice reform.         

 20

UNODC views cybercrime as “an evolving form of transnational crime” that is complex and              

exists in a place without borders. Organized crime groups and their victims are located in               

19 United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs – About Us: https://www.un.org/disarmament/about/  
20 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime – About UNODC: 
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/about-unodc/index.html?ref=menutop  
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various regions and states, and the effect of these crimes can be seen globally. UNODC               

promotes the long-term confidence-building in the fight against cybercrime and all of its             

aspects.5 After the General Assembly adopted Resolution 65/230, a series of open-ended            

meetings where intergovernmental expert group conducted “a comprehensive study of the           

problem of cybercrime and responses to it by member states, the international community and              

the private sector, including the exchange of information on national legislation, best practices,             

technical assistance, and international cooperation, with a view to examining options to            

strengthen existing and to propose new national and international legal or other responses to              

cybercrime.”  21

2.2.6. United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research (UNIDIR) 

The Institute is an autonomous institution within the United Nations based in Geneva. UNIDIR is               

an impartial actor that promotes disarmament and security internationally, regionally, and           

domestically. The Institute is concerned with new technologies enabling “new methods of            

warfare, raising challenges that cut across traditional legal and national boundaries.” UNIDIR            22

also recognizes the threat and “growing pervasiveness of cyberspace applications” that coincide            

with government and military planning, civil infrastructure processes, and financial systems. The            

Institute's cyber work objectives are to ensure a policy that focuses on confidence-building at              

global, regional, and local levels, and to obtain relevant research for understanding. An             23

ongoing project conducted by UNIDIR is the International Security Cyber Issues Workshop            

Series. 

1. Phase I of the project accumulated and compiled reports submitted by GGEs in recent              

years on the on Developments in the Field of Information and Telecommunications in the              

Context of International Security. From these reports, UNIDIR created a set of three             

workshops pertaining to international security issues that ran from 2015 to 2016. 

21 UNODOC - Open-ended Intergovernmental Expert Group Meeting on Cybercrime 
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/cybercrime/egm-on-cybercrime.html  
22 UNIDIR – Emerging Security Issues http://www.unidir.org/programmes/emerging-security-issues  
23 UNIDIR – Cyber: http://www.unidir.org/est-cyber  
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2. Phase II continues a new series of workshops after the success of Phase I. This series                

involves regional actors and aids them in finding “common understandings on           

cybersecurity issues.”   24

 

2.3. Current Situation 

From the mid-1990s to the early 2000s, a group of Nobel Peace Prize recipients and a                

non-government coalition, Arms Control, that was comprised of IANSA, Oxfam, and Amnesty            

International, led a campaign that asserted the need for a legally binding instrument at the               

global level that mitigated the suffering caused by the unlawful trade of arms and weapons.               

Support for the campaign soared after the United Kingdom took the lead on the movement. By                

December 2006, the first Arms Trade Treaty resolution was adopted by the General Assembly              

followed by four more drafted resolutions and three passed resolutions. 

1. The first resolution A/62/278 requested each state's view on the feasibility,           

scope, and parameters for an instrument which determined common standards          

on arms trade. The Secretary-General merged all views into a document           

presented to a Group of Governmental Experts who examined the specifics of            

such a treaty and analyzed its feasibility.  

2. The second resolution A/RES/63/240 was passed in December 2008, two years           

after the initial resolution. This addition to the Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) created             

the Operational Efficiency Working Group (OEWG), which met for six sessions           

to further consider the details of the report discussing a treaty’s feasibility. They             

determined which elements should be included in a final treaty.  

3. A third Arms Trade Treaty (ATT) Resolution A/RES/64/48 endorsed the OEWG           

report and recommendation. Over the course of four weeks, a UN Conference            

was held in 2012 on the ATT. 

4. After a series of PrepCom meetings conducted by the OEWG, the UN            

Conference failed to reach a consensus on a draft treaty in 2012. Several             

24 UNIDIR - International Security Cyber Issues Workshop Series (Phase II): 
http://www.unidir.org/programmes/emerging-security-issues/international-security-cyber-issues-workshop-series-phase-ii  
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months later, in March 2013, the GA met for the last time for the Final United                

Nations Conference on the ATT. The GA failed to adopt the draft text             

A/CONF.271/CRP.1. Finally, on April 2, 2013, the GA adopted the Arms Trade            

Treaty with 154 votes in favor.  

The ATT contains commitments from member states on import, export, transfer, and brokering             

of small arms. Common international standards for regulating international trade of SALWs were             

established to promote international cooperation, transparency, and responsibility amongst         

states. Additionally, the UN Register of Conventional Arms addresses ammunition, parts, and            

components of small arms and light weapons.9  

In April of 2008, the Secretary-General began submitting biennial reports to the Security             

Council. These reports pertained to small arms with complete observations, analysis, and            

recommendations on current implementations of measures found in the Programme of Action.            

Since the 2011 report, the Secretary-General has included relevant information on trade,            

brokering, weapons tracing, human rights, crime, and policy solutions. The report submitted in             

2015 deals directly with the risk of small arms misuse and the illicit transfer of ammunition. The                 

report concentrates states’ responsibility to enforce legislation on the proper storage, tracing,            

and destruction of small arms. Several recommendations from the report include monitoring            

embargoes, peacekeeping activities, demobilization, and strengthening laws.9  

United Nations efforts to put policies into place globally with common standards and measures              

against the trade of illicit small arms is ongoing, but the issue is multi-faceted and complex. With                 

the addition of cyberspace and cybercrime, the United Nations and its member states are forced               

to consider new facets of the crisis. The UN is conducting a multitude of ongoing projects to                 

compile recommendations and solutions to encourage confidence building, stockpiling         

guidelines, cybersecurity standards, and follow-up mechanisms that will aid in bringing about            

security to regions in conflict. Facets such as gender bias and non-conflict deaths must still be                

delved into with more consideration. On the topic of gender, men make up most of firearms                

owners worldwide. More than 99% of firearm owners in Albania are men and 98% in               

Montenegro with the majority of those in professions involving firearms, such as police, are men.               

Men worldwide are more often the perpetrator than victims in incidents involving firearms. Less              

than 3% of firearm-related crimes are perpetrated by women. Women make up only 14% to               
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29% of policymakers commissioned to work on SALW policy. This adversely affects the diversity              

in perspectives and policies.  25

In early July of 2018, the Security Council decided to adopt Resolution 2427, which acts against                

the violations of human rights, especially those involving children, in areas of armed conflict.              

The Security Council condemned attacks on hospitals and schools, the recruitment of children,             

rape, and abductions. In July 2018, the United States advocated for the adoption of Resolution               26

2428, which involved placing arms embargoes and additional sanctions against those           

responsible for the violence in South Sudan. The goal of the resolution was to help the people of                  

South Sudan. Over the course of a six-week research study from April 16, 2018, to May 24,                 

2018, forty villages were attacked, 120 women and girls were raped and 232 civilians were               

brutally killed. The embargoes are meant to protect civilians and end the violence.   27

Currently, over 100 countries produce small arms with over 1,000 manufacturing companies            

worldwide. About 60 countries also produce light weapons and their components. These states             

also produce parts for anti-tank guided weapons and portable air-defense systems.           

Approximately 80 countries produce ammunition for various small arms. Over the years, the             

United States, Switzerland, South Korea, Russia, Brazil, Germany, and Italy have been the top              

exporters of small arms, their parts, and ammunition, worth over $100 million USD. The top               

international importers of small arms are Australia, Canada, France, Saudi Arabia, the United             

States, and the United Kingdom; all imported weaponry is valued at over $100 million USD.   28

With the recent growth of cybercrime, criminals and criminal groups have been able to bypass               

government controls to traffic small arms and illicit drugs across borders. One way perpetrators              

are able to bypass state securities is through the dark web, which is a host to black markets.                  

The dark web more easily “facilitate[s] the sale of firearms, weapons, explosives and banned              

digital materials.” The issue has become extremely relevant for the European Union after the              

2016 Munich shooting. Though it is popularity in organized crime, little is known about the full                

scope and potential of the dark web. Another international concern of the dark web is that illicit                 

firearms can be purchased for lower prices than on traditional black markets with better              

25 Sessac – Gender and Small Arms: http://www.seesac.org/Gender-and-Small-Arms/  
26 UN - Security Council Seeks to Strengthen Protections for Children in Armed Conflict, Unanimously Adopting Resolution 2427 
(2018): https://www.un.org/press/en/2018/sc13412.doc.htm  
27 United States Mission to the United Nations – Explanation of Vote Before the Adoption of UN Security Council Resolution 
2428 Establishing New Sanctions and an Arms Embargo on South Sudan: https://usun.state.gov/remarks/8516  
28 Small Arms Survey – Importers: http://www.smallarmssurvey.org/weapons-and-markets/transfers/importers.html  
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performance. After one study by the University of Manchester, it was found that the United               

States is the most common “source country” of arms for sale on the dark web, and 25% of all                   

weapons for sale originate from European countries. But, Europe is the largest market for arms               

trade with revenues five times higher than those of the U.S. In addition to physical arms, other                 

items that can be purchased on the dark web black markets include tutorials, modification plans,               

such as the conversion of replica arms to live weapons, plans for home-made explosives, and               

weapon models that can be 3D-printed into full functional small arms. The issue of anonymity               

pertaining to who purchases these arms poses a large problem to governments and security              

forces.  

The University of Manchester found that the monthly value of the arms trade on the dark web                 

was approximately $80,000 USD, based on the analysis of 12 cryptomarkets. This is the              

equivalent of 136 untraceable arms being purchased. The black market on the dark web,              

though, does not actually produce new weapons, but rather traffics and circulates weapons             

already in existence. The issue of cryptocurrencies and various cryptomarkets poses a            

continuous concern for states, since they are virtually untraceable transactions due to            

blockchain technology. The widespread use of social media aids the internet in adeptly             

connecting buyers of illicit arms to sellers. Arms dealers can quite easily identify and attract               

potential buyers from all over the world. With the age of the internet and the dark web, illicit                  29

small arms and drug trafficking has become almost totally anonymous and untraceable.  

 

2.4. Bloc Positions 

Some member states may be skeptical of the United Nations’ ability to enforce current              

regulations against illicit small arms and all of its aspects, as well as establish new and                

strengthened instruments. But, a new international instrument is possible with renewed           

international cooperation and mutual assistance that includes the shared allocation of resources            

and financing non-partisan organization. Additionally, the implementation of current policies and           

instruments must be upheld by member states. By developing a new instrument enveloping             

issues, such as human right violations and abuses and issues of gender-biased crime, may be               

29 Medium – Beyond the Dark Web: Arms Trafficking in the Digital Age: 

https://medium.com/@SmallArmsSurvey/beyond-the-dark-web-arms-trafficking-in-the-digital-age-56ddd806587a  
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resolved and brought under control. Countries afflicted with armed conflict, such as Cote             

d'Ivoire, Somalia, and Colombia, are in need of such an instrument to bring about an end to the                  

violence within the region. In addition to human rights, the issue of dark web markets must be                 

brought into consideration, since arms are now able to flow between borders with total              

anonymity. 

 

2.5. Discussion Questions 

● What challenges are there in negotiating a strong instrument to regulate, limit, and trace              

the illicit transfer of arms?  

● What challenges are regional, national, and global? 

● Would it be feasible or realistic to negotiate and establish a new legally-binding             

instrument that contains human rights and humanitarian law violations? What points or            

regulations would be needed to constitute such a document? Would any regulations not             

comply with other states’ current policies on human rights?  

● How do gun and weapon rights within your country factor into the debate over small               

arms reduction and limitation?  

● What policies should be considered for regions in civil war or extreme violent conflict              

where the areas are already destabilized to promote international cooperation? 

● What measures or guidelines could be established to assist other states with internal             

armed conflict to re-stabilize the region? 

● Has your country been faced with internal armed conflict? Did the dark web directly or               

indirectly enable the flow of arms during the conflict? 

● What is the effect of illicit small arms trade on terrorism? How does the new age of the                  

dark web and cryptocurrencies deter counter-terrorism efforts? 
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● Does your state have organizations or legislation to monitor and curb the illicit trade of               

small arms on the dark web? Are there any measures in place to intercept or prevent                

illicit transactions?  

 

2.6. Key Terms 

● SALW – Small Arms and Light Weapons  

● PoA – Programme of Action to Prevent, Combat, and Eradicate the Illicit Trade in Small               

Arms and Light Weapons in All its Aspects 

● ITI – International Instrument to Enable States to Identify and Trace, in a Timely and               

Reliable Manner, Illicit Small Arms and Light Weapons (‘International Tracing          

Instrument’) 

● ATT – Arms Trade Treaty  

● State-to-State Transfer – the sale or trade of arms between governments for the use of               

defense forces 

● UNODA – United Nations Office for Disarmament Affairs 

● UNODC – United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime 

● UNIDIR – United Nations Institute for Disarmament Research 

● GGE – Group of Governmental Experts 

● CASA – Coordination Action on Small Arms  

● ISACS – International Small Arms Control Standards 
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3. SOCHUM Topic 1 - Concerning the Economic & 

Political Crisis in Venezuela 

3.1. Topic Overview 
In 1992, Francis Fukuyama hailed the "end of history" with the ascendance of liberal democracy               

and capitalism as the final stage of evolution of humankind's socio-economic development. At             

the time, it was hard to dispute; across the world, major left-wing outposts from Eastern Europe                

to Africa collapsed, leaving in doubt the future of Socialism. However, the world that unfolded               

was much different than the utopia predicted: major democracies struggle against rising            

authoritarianism, migrant and refugee crises rock neighboring economies, and waves of           

economic unrest shock global markets. In the intersection of these three phenomena is             

Venezuela. A brutal history of political crackdown has resurfaced in the current regime,             

shortages of basic consumer goods and rampant inflation have led to a situation where 90% of                

the population is starving, and masses of economic and political refugees are leaving the              

countries with significant implications for the region’s stability . As the Social, Humanitarian,            
30

and Cultural Committee (SOCHUM) concerns itself with issues such as the protection of             

refugees and human rights, Venezuela is an important hotspot to focus attention on and find a                

resolution. 

 

3.2. Historical Background 

3.2.1. Colonial Era 

The history of Venezuela begins with the arrival of Spanish conquistadors in 1535 . After years               
31

of violent struggle, Venezuela became a colony of        

Spain under the viceroyalty of New Granada. The        

influence of the Spanish led to syncretism in culture         

and an elimination of the native religions. Due to         

similar experiences in other colonies, Venezuela      

would come to share many of the same grievances         

30 The New York Times – Venezuela Children Starve: 
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2017/12/17/world/americas/venezuela-children-starving.html 
31 to a land already filled with native American inhabitants. Central Intelligence Agency – South America, 
Venezuela: https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geos/ve.html 
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against colonialism and would revolt in 1811 with the other Latin American republics under the               

leadership of Simon Bolivar . Internal disagreements led to the demise of the newly established              
32

Gran Colombia which shattered Bolivar’s dreams of a united Latin American bulwark against the              

powers of the Old World and the United States. Alone, agrarian Venezuela suffered from              

interventions and influence from foreign powers. Between 1902-1903, Venezuela faced a crisis            

as Britain, Italy, and Germany attempted to collect debts through force. The debtors were              

deterred when the United States sent in its navy to intervene in a show of force meant to                  

maintain American hegemony over Latin America. This action used the Monroe doctrine as             

justification. It also set the theme for continued American interventions to keep economic and              

political control over Venezuela. After the US emerged victorious from a string of wars against               

the Spanish and Mexicans, their influence in the region had been challenged by a variety of                

left-wing movements, most notably in Cuba, Nicaragua, and Venezuela. In response to left-wing             

movements, the US sponsored various right-wing coups and dictatorships to maintain a safe             

environment for American business and political interests. Where this failed, as in Venezuela,             

America listened to Nixon’s “Make the economy scream!” 

3.2.2. Oil Boom  

The presence of oil in Venezuela has been known since pre-Columbian times; however, in              

1914, when the first major oil well finished construction, an enormous oil deposit was discovered               

in the Maracaibo Basin in Venezuela. By 1918, oil was a major export in Venezuela, and by                 

1928 Venezuela was the world's leading oil exporter . 
33

Oil endowed significant strategic prestige to Venezuela. Foreign capitalists flooded in to buy up              

tracts of land for oil production. The shift        

of naval technology from coal-firing     

ships to oil-firing only encouraged this      

economic investment. However, the    

focus on oil presented a significant      

setback to Venezuela’s other industries.     

Agriculture suffered as investment was minimal, and capital was hard to acquire, due to the               

32 Encyclopedia Britannica – Simon Bolivar: https://www.britannica.com/biography/Simon-Bolivar 
33 Stanford Edu – Venezuelan Oil Unifying Latin America: 
https://web.stanford.edu/class/e297a/Venezuelan%20Oil%20Unifying%20Latin%20America.doc 
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disproportionately high value of the Bolivar, due to oil— a problem coined as Dutch Disease .               
34

Industry lagged, and Venezuela was falling behind due to foreign ownership of the oil industries               

and, therefore, the profits. Workers in the oil industry received paltry wages and thus minimized               

reinvestment in the local economy, further hampering the situation. Intellectuals and low-income            

Venezuelans came to resent foreign control and abuse of capital .  
35

3.2.3. The Second World War  

The importance of Venezuela grew during the Second World War as demand rose for oil to fuel                 

the allied war effort. During the course of the war, Venezuelan output soared to meet this                

demand. Venezuela now received a large portion of GDP from the oil sector. Full              

nationalization, however, would not come until the 1970’s. Venezuela’s economy continued the            

shift from a largely agrarian society to an urban, oil-based one . 
36

3.2.4. Democracy 

Since achieving independence, Venezuela had been marked by dictatorial rule, power largely            

residing in military officials. However, in 1941, Venezuela began the move towards political             

democracy when political parties were legalized. Despite this, Venezuela would see five more             

coups during the rest of the 20th century—alternating between civilian and junta rule. When              

civilian forces gained power, they signed the Puntofijo Pact to begin a tradition of              

liberal-democratic rule in Venezuela . The pact was seen by the left as a power-sharing              
37

agreement among moderates that excluded the powerful Communist Party of Venezuela from            

politics. Angry factions of the social democratic party split and began guerilla movements, with              

Cuban support, in opposition. 

During this period, Venezuela's economy was marked by economic short-sightedness and firm            

state control of the economy. Even during the boom period from 1950 into the 1970s,               

34 Panoramas – Venezuela’s Case of Dutch Disease: 
https://www.panoramas.pitt.edu/economy-and-technology/venezuelas-case-dutch-disease-cursed-oil 
35 Margaret Edyth Young – An Outpost of Progress: 
https://galvestonartist.wordpress.com/2013/08/17/an-outpost-of-progress-the-narrative-a-whiff-of-revolutio
n/ 
36 Explorer – Venezuela’s Oil, Crucial in World War II: 
https://explorer.aapg.org/story/articleid/23615/venezuelas-oil-crucial-in-world-war-ii 
37Brown University Library – Pact of Punto Fijo: 
https://library.brown.edu/create/modernlatinamerica/chapters/chapter-8-venezuela/primary-documents-wit
h-accompanying-discussion-questions/document-22-pact-of-punto-fijo-accion-democratica-copei-and-uni
on-republicana-democratica-1958/ 
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Venezuelan planners failed to diversify the economy and control debt. The Puntofijo Pact             

coalition based its power on the oil revenues, and when these began to fall through in 1983, the                  

political status quo was in trouble. As the economy         

collapsed, the decades of bipartisanship and political       

dominance—the pact having at one point control of        

83% of the legislative seats—became a clear target        

for blame. Eager for change, Venezuelan voters       
38

elected a succession of leaders in the 80’s and 90’s          

who promised to return the country to the prosperity of          

the 70’s. Instead, they received weak reforms, a bank         

crash, and massive corruption. These events would eventually lead to an attempted coup by the               

rising star Hugo Chavez. Chavez was later released and elected as President of the Republic. 

 

3.3. Current Situation 

Venezuela is currently suffering from the consequences of economic mismanagement, political           

turmoil and corruption, and foreign pressure on its economy. This has led to massive              

hyperinflation, starvation, and a refugee crisis. The modern crisis of Venezuela is tied to the               

arrival of the Bolivarian Revolution — the radical socio-economic project of the United Socialist              

Party of Venezuela (PSUV) . Led by Chavez, Venezuela received a new name, constitution,             
39

and a heap of populist economic reforms. With a rural and working-class base, Chavez looked               

to tap into decades of resentment among Venezuelan workers and the legacy of Simon Bolivar               

for power. However, many forces in Venezuela, notably the institutions built around the             

long-ruling status quo, resented Chavez' radical reforms. The factions that opposed Chavez            

consisted of business elites, the Catholic church, and the military. These factions now were              

forced to share ranks with the same guerillas they had fought for decades. In 2002, these forces                 

gathered to oust Chavez from power and were nearly successful. The ouster failed , workers               

councils in the form of Bolivarian Circles and various supporters of the Bolivarian Revolution              

38 SciElo – Venezuela, political changes in the Chávez era: 
http://www.scielo.br/scielo.php?pid=S0103-40142005000300011&script=sci_arttext&tlng=en 
39 JSTOR -Venezuela's Bolivarian Revolution, Who Are the Chavistas?: 
https://www.jstor.org/stable/30040243?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents 
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rallied and restored Chavez to power . From then on, Venezuela's political scene would be              
40

shaped by the inability of the opposition to resist the increasingly authoritarian ruling party. This               

included a failed two-month strike later that year, a failed recall election, and an ultimately failed                

effort to prevent the passage of Chavez' constitutional changes. 

Increasing instability rocked the country as oil profits were mismanaged, and this continued             

through the death of Chavez in 2013 . The international crash in oil prices has not helped. His                 
41

successor, former bus driver Nicolas Maduro, continued the same policies even when the drop              

in oil prices made the economic plan unsustainable, and was reelected in elections criticized as               

unfair by the opposition and the UN. Increasing authoritarianism meant violent crackdowns on             

the opposition. Venezuela has seen a massive exodus of its middle and upper classes, who               

have fled to places like Colombia and Florida. 

This massive migration is the largest in Latin America’s recent memory. More than four million               

Venezuelans have left the country— escaping poverty, political injustice, and fleeing crime .            
42

The UNHCR has stepped up and offered assistance to countries facing waves of migrants,              

including Ecuador . However, when dealing with the Venezuelan government itself, the UN has             
43

faced troubles. Much of the efforts in the region have been targeted towards neighboring              

Colombia who has seen the brunt of the migration .  
44

The oil industry, which historically has enabled Venezuela’s massive social welfare programs, is             

in freefall after strikes and poor investment. In certain parts of Venezuela, gasoline imports are a                

necessity at great cost to the regime. Power shortages are commonplace throughout the             

country . The collapse of the oil industry is compounded by the loss of skilled laborers, decades                
45

40 The New York Times - Caracas 'Circles', Vicious, or Sociable? 
https://www.nytimes.com/2002/05/23/world/caracas-circles-vicious-or-sociable.html 
41 BBC - Venezuela crisis, UN says security forces killed hundreds 
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-44575599 
42 The Wall Street Journal – Venezuela’s Misery Fuels Migration on Epic Scale: 
https://www.wsj.com/articles/venezuelas-misery-fuels-migration-on-epic-scale-1518517800 
43 UN News –Venezuelan exodus to Ecuador reaches record levels 
https://news.un.org/en/story/2018/08/1016812 
44 DW – Venezuela, UN agency warns of humanitarian 'catastrophe' 
https://www.dw.com/en/venezuela-un-agency-warns-of-humanitarian-catastrophe/a-42950654 
45 Reuters – Once wealthy off the riches of their oil industry, Venezuela's largest state struggles to keep 
the lights on 
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-venezuela-power/once-oil-wealthy-venezuelas-largest-state-struggles-t
o-keep-the-lights-on-idUSKBN1KL1PM 
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of mediocre investment, and poor maintenance . Rampant criminality makes it difficult for the             
46

oil industry to stay afloat . The oil industry’s central role in the Venezuelan economy has made                
47

it the key marker of Venezuelan health, and with its difficulties has come the tumbling of the                 

value of the Bolivar. Hyperinflation and ineffective economic policies have crippled the            

government’s ability to deal with the crisis, and due to the historic nationalization of companies               

operating in Venezuela, there are few private institutions in a position to help .  
48

The difficulties facing Venezuela have provoked outrage among the political opposition, who            

seeks a return to the political consensus pre-Chavez. Beyond the failed coups and general              

strikes, the opposition has failed to defeat the PSUV due to a combination of electoral tactics by                 

the government including changing the weighting of the vote towards PSUV dominant regions.             

A 2003 petition for the resignation of Chavez acquired 2.7 million signatures but was unable to                

force a change in regime. Currently, the opposition boycotts government attempts to validate             

their legitimacy, such as changing the date of the elections, moves which the UN also decries .                
49

Extrajudicial killings have also been reported and condemned by the UN .  
50

With a crumbling oil industry, Venezuela has had to completely rely on its hydroelectric industry                

which has been facing significant troubles due to drought—the worst in 50 years. Successive              

Venezuelan regimes have failed to invest profits into diversifying their energy infrastructure. 

The PSUV, caught in these dire straits, has few allies. Establishing a socialist project in a                

capitalist world with no large benefactor—such as the long vanquished Soviet Union—has not             

endeared Venezuela to the United States. Keen on reclaiming access to Venezuela for             

international markets, the United States has placed a number of sanctions to pressure the              

46 CNN Money – Venezuela's once-proud oil industry is collapsing 
https://money.cnn.com/2018/05/09/news/companies/venezuela-oil-industry/index.html 
47 The Guardian - Rule of law 'virtually absent' in Venezuela, UN report says 
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2018/jun/22/venezuela-rule-of-law-virtually-absent-un-report 
48 The Washington Post - Venezuela’s inflation rate may hit 1,000,000 percent. Yes, 1 million. 
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/venezuelas-inflation-rate-may-hit-1000000-percent-yes-1-million/2
018/07/24/90d59086-8f4a-11e8-ae59-01880eac5f1d_story.html?utm_term=.3fe8d7942f5d 
49 NPR - Venezuela Holds Presidential Election But Main Opposition Is Boycotting It 
https://www.npr.org/sections/parallels/2018/05/19/612487104/venezuela-to-hold-presidential-election-but-
main-opposition-is-boycotting-it 
50 United Nations Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner -  Venezuela: Continued impunity amid 
dismal human rights situation - UN report: 
https://www.ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.aspx?NewsID=23242&LangID=E 
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government into submission . Various supporters of the Maduro government have used this            
51

fact in defense of the regime. 

 

3.4. Bloc Positions  

3.4.1. Venezuela and their allies 

Venezuela's allies consist of longtime ideological friend Cuba, fellow Bolivarians in Ecuador and             

Bolivia, the creditors Russia and China, and various Caribbean nations who have secured             

beneficial trade pacts with Venezuela. This bloc would seek to reaffirm the position and policies               

of the current Maduro administration. 

Historically, Cuba has been a significant force behind supporting left-wing forces throughout the             

developing world—including Venezuela. Administrations in Ecuador and Bolivia are         

implementing similar programs to Venezuela in their own countries. Russia and China have a              

deep interest in Venezuela and have deep economic stakes in the country. 

3.4.2. Opposition 

The Opposition has little political power in Venezuela but has benefactors in the UN. With the                

backbone as the United States and its allies, these countries are opposed to the current politic                

and administration in Venezuela and see the Bolivarian Revolution as a distinct threat to the               

Washington Consensus.  

3.4.3. Latin American Neighbors 

Colombia, Ecuador, and other Latin American countries have been directly impacted by the             

events in Venezuela through the mass migration of Venezuelans. Their asylum systems are             

under strain, and these countries would like to see a resolution to the calamity in Venezuela so                 

that the migration wave may come to an end. Dialogue in regional forums has also devolved                

into spats as neighbor’s question Maduro’s policies, which prompts the regime to lash out and               

deteriorate diplomatic relations.  

51 US Department of State – Venezuela-related Sanctions: https://www.state.gov/e/eb/tfs/spi/venezuela/ 
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3.5. Discussion Questions 

● What can SOCHUM do to alleviate the economic conditions in Venezuela? What can be              

done to deal with the 1.5 million Venezuelans who have left the country? 

● What immediate relief can be supplied to prevent the permanent disfigurement of a             

generation of children? 

● What can we learn from the crossroads of populism, international influence, and global             

commodity prices? 

● What should the United Nation’s policy be on Venezuela? Convince the US to drop the               

embargo? Condemn the Maduro regime for its lack of political freedom? 

● How should SOCHUM prepare for future situations like this? 

● What lessons can developing nations learn from Venezuela? 

 

3.6. Key Terms 

● Monroe Doctrine: Long-standing United States foreign policy to assert political and           

economic control over the rest of the Americas at the expense of the old-world empires. 

● Coup: A seizure of power, usually by force. 

● Hugo Chavez: Former president of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, Hugo Chavez            

was instrumental in the modern history of Venezuela and the establishment of the             

Bolivarian Revolution.  

● OPEC: A league of nations of which Venezuela is a part, OPEC was infamous in the                

80’s during the oil embargo against the United States for actions supporting Israel.             

Despite their strategic clout, OPEC’s influence has waned over the decades. 

● OAS: The Organization of American States was formed for cooperation amongst the            

North American and South American continents. Venezuela has announced its intent to            

leave the OAS, which it sees as a weapon of capitalism. 

● Nicolas Maduro: The successor to Hugo Chavez. Maduro has maintained the policies of             

the Bolivarian Revolution.  
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● Bolivarian Revolution: The Bolivarian Revolution is a left-based movement in Venezuela           

that heralds the legacy of Simon Bolivar, finds its base in the working class, and is                

responsible for the populist policies in Venezuela under Chavez and Maduro. 

● Dutch Disease: An economic phenomenon where one sector of the economy is            

prioritized to the detriment of other sectors of the economy. 

 

3.7. Resources 

Please refer to footnotes. The following sources can also be consulted to understand more              

about Venezuela:  

● Wikipedia – Bolivian Revolution: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bolivarian_Revolution 

● World Atlas – Venezuela History Timeline: 

https://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/samerica/venezuela/vetimeln.htm 

● Aljazeera - Timeline: Venezuela's tumultuous history 

https://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/features/2012/09/201292121430533264.html 

● BBC News – Venezuela profile – Timeline 

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-19652436 

● Wikipedia – Roosevelt Corollary:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roosevelt_Corollary 

● Council of Foreign Relations – Venezuela in Crisis: 

https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/venezuela-crisis  
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4. SOCHUM Topic 2 - Promoting Access to Education to 

Refugees 
4.1. Topic Overview 
“Refugees have skills, ideas, hopes and dreams… They are also tough, resilient and creative,              

with the energy and drive to shape their own destinies, given the chance.” — Filippo Grandi,                
52

Commissioner of the UNHCR 

The European migrant crisis has no clear end in sight, and as more and more families are                 

displaced from their homes, it’s imperative that the international community ensures that            

refugees have access to proper humanitarian aid as these resources continue to grow             

increasingly scarce. Among those resources none are more important that education. According            

to the UN Refugee Agency, over half of all refugees are under the age of 18, which means there                   

are over 12.7 million refugee children in need of primary or secondary education. UNESCO and               

UN data from 2016 shows that only 23% of refugee adolescents attend secondary school              

(compared to 84% of world adolescents) and there are similar statistics at other age groups.               

Access to education is critical for these refugees, in particular, because training provides a way               

for these young people whose lives have been ripped apart to piece them back together.               

Education creates a variety of things, but none are more important than creating a potential for a                 

future.  

In a tangible sense, refugee education allows them to gain the skills they need to return to their                  

homes when safe and rebuild their economies and lives. As the UNHCR website states:              

“Education gives refugee children, adolescents, and youth a place of safety amid the tumult of               

52 http://www.unhcr.org/en-us/missing-out-state-of-education-for-the-worlds-refugees.html 
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displacement. It amounts to an investment in the future, creating and nurturing the scientists,              

philosophers, architects, poets, teachers, health-care workers and public servants who will           

rebuild and revitalize their countries once peace is established and they can return. The              

education of these young refugees is crucial to the peaceful and sustainable development of the               

places that have welcomed them, and to the future prosperity of their own countries.” In stating                

this, the UNHCR is stating that education is one of the most critical and beneficial things that                 

can be provided as there is a large potential for both short term and long term benefits. 

 

4.2. Historical Background 
Education, in general, was first outlined as a fundamental human right by the 1948 Universal               

Declaration of Human Rights, Article 26, which states that primary education should be free and               

compulsory and higher education should be available from merit. It also states that parents              

should determine the type of education their children receive and that education should promote              

understanding between nations along with respect for human rights. The 1979 Convention on             

the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women Article 10 further provides that              

women receive equal opportunity for education, including access to scholarships, grants, and            

athletics. The 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child additionally expanded upon education              

rights for all in Articles 27 and 28. 

The Convention on the Rights of the Child also stated in Article 22 that refugee children should                 

be entitled to all other rights listed in the convention, along with individual help and protection. It                 

wasn’t the first international law to address education for refugees either — the 1951 Refugee               

Convention addresses the topic and states that “Contracting States shall accord to refugees the              

same treatment as is accorded to nationals concerning elementary education.” Overall, the            

United Nations and its respective agencies has appreciated the value of education and it is               

reflected in their many resolutions stating so.  

The education plan described by the above treatises has yet to be implemented, so in more                

recent years, the UNHCR has placed more emphasis on refugee education programs in hopes              

of alleviating the current issues. To that end, the UNHCR re-established the position of Senior               

Education Officer in preparation for the World Education Forum in Dakar in 2000. Since then,               

refugee education has become a global priority (designated as a Global Strategic Priority) for              

the UNHCR, and more research has been done towards education in a disaster relief situation.               
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Most notably, there’s been a significant shift towards building education systems for refugees             

rather than merely providing scholarship opportunities. Much of the research about refugee            

education is combined with research from other areas of disaster relief — since the ultimate               

problem is that children are placed in a new environment with little to no infrastructure in either                 

of these events. The UN additionally made education a top priority for the next ten years by                 

making it a part of the Sustainable Development Goals, and although the goal itself is not                

specific to refugee education, improving access to education in developing countries can            

improve the infrastructure necessary for refugee education as well. 

There are also several non-governmental organizations, unaffiliated with the United Nations,           

that are working towards a solution to the refugee education problem as well. Jusoor, a               

Michigan based NGO focused on improving the lives of Syrian youth has developed refugee              

education centers in Lebanon. They now boast a total enrollment of over 3000 students and               

additionally have hired 44 Syrian nationals as teachers, providing a better life for these adult               

refugees too. The organization also offers the Jusoor Scholarship Program and an Academic             

Mentorship Program for Syrian students looking to complete a collegiate education in the US,              

Canada, Europe, or the Middle East. The Inter-Agency Standing Committee has set up an              

Education Cluster focused on tackling this issue as well, which acts as a first responder in times                 

of disaster to galvanize the education response when a country’s national responders are             

unable to handle the scale of the issue. 

 

4.3. Current Situation 

Refugees continue to pour out of Syria and into neighboring states and Europe by the tens of                 

thousands, even in 2018. While the refugee crisis itself peaked in 2015 as shown by The                

Guardian’s graphic of refugee arrivals in Europe, unresolved issues with refugee education            

have only continued to grow through recent years. As detailed above, millions of refugee              

children lack access to quality education or any education at all.  

Even when access to education is provided to refugee children, the quality of education isn’t               

necessarily up to standards, and different approaches to refugee education have had varying             

levels of success. Specifically, one major point of contention in refugee education is the conflict               

between the country of origin curricula (parallel system) or country of asylum curricula             
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(mainstreaming). Should refugee children attend schooling follow their original country’s          

curriculum or should they assimilate into their new country’s schooling system? Parallel systems             

are in use in Pakistan, Liberia, and Tanzania for example and are typically run by UNHCR,                

NGO refugee camps or community schools. On the other hand, mainstreaming is being used in               

Cameroon, Lebanon, Iran, and Yemen, where refugees join the existing school system and             

follow the host country’s education system and also in Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, and Malaysia,              

where refugees access education in a camp setting, but still follow the host country’s national               

curriculum. In some states, it’s been tough for refugee teachers to obtain work authorization              

permits, so although they could be a fantastic resource to develop parallel systems with, they               

are often blocked from doing so. 

One possible route being considered is the use of technology to make an impact. With the                

explosion of Khan Academy and the flipped classroom model in the West in recent years,               

researchers are considering applying the same concepts to solve the issue of scaling refugee              

education systems. If students in the United States can benefit from distributed learning, like              

MIT’s OpenCourseWare, edX, or any number of other edtech platforms, then why not refugees?              

UNESCO released a report titled “A lifeline to learning: Leveraging technology to support             

education for refugees” this year that shows promising numbers about refugees’ access to             

technology — 39% of refugee households have an Internet-capable phone, 93% of refugees             

live in an area covered by a 2G network, and 62% live in an area with a 3G connection. For                    

areas that lack 3G internet, organizations are working towards developing SMS-based mobile            

learning for refugees. Some believe that mobile learning platforms can also lower barriers for              

refugee educators, who often have to face a lack of teaching resources or are unprepared to                

teach refugee children. These new education methods have their detractors as well — for              

example, a recent UNHCR report states “Digital innovation can enhance classroom learning but             

cannot replace it” because online systems lack a human element, and refugee children often              

need onsite support and personal connection of a real-life teacher, rather than watching video              

lectures. 

While much has been done in an effort to emphasize the importance of education and increase                

refugees access to it, finding an effective way to do so within the current crises has been an                  

extremely difficult task. While Education is important, the governments impacted by these crises             

have struggled to provide basic security and resources for these people, let alone a              

comprehensive education. That difficulty is only furthered when considering the large scope of             
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the refugee crises and the diversity of the people impacted. As a United Nations it falls upon us                  

to take these ideas and find a way to expand their reach and impact to those who can benefit                   

most from it. We must consider the context of the problems we are dealing with and seek to find                   

ways to extend this critical resource to these people even in the most difficult of circumstances. 

 

3.4. Discussion Questions 

● How can we scale refugee education to ensure that a growing population can receive              

high quality aid? 

● Should countries use parallel systems or mainstreaming in their refugee education           

system? 

● What are the most pressing priorities within refugee education that the UN needs to              

address? 

● How can the UN create actionable change towards this issue, rather than writing a              

proposal/recommendation to the international body? 

● What specific barriers to education do different refugee groups have to deal with, and              

what can the UN do to remove them? 

 

3.5. Key Terms 

● Parallel system 

● Mainstreaming 

● MOOCs 

● Edtech  

● UNHCR 

● Gross Enrollment Ratio 

● Internally Displaced Person 

● Asylum seeker 
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3.6. Resources 

● http://www.unhcr.org/hu/wp-content/uploads/sites/21/2016/12/Dryden_Refugee_Educati

on_Global-Rvw.pdf 

● http://unesdoc.unesco.org/images/0025/002510/251076E.pdf 

● https://en.unesco.org/node/265600 

● https://refugeesmigrants.un.org/sites/default/files/public_summary_document_refugee_s

ummit_final_11-11-2016.pdf 

● https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/jun/05/five-myths-about-the-refugee-crisis 

● https://www.unrwa.org/ 

● https://interagencystandingcommittee.org/ 

● https://jusoorsyria.com/ 

● https://static1.squarespace.com/static/583af1fb414fb5b3977b6f89/t/59d6b90a6f4ca3f9b

427d2e4/1507244300889/18_PromisingPractices_TECH+COMPILATION_WEB.pdf 
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5. SPECPOL Topic 1 - Addressing Civilian Technologies 

with Military Applications 
5.1. Topic Overview 
In 1957, the launch of Sputnik opened space to humanity. Imagination and innovation soon              

followed that first launch, and when the United States deployed their own satellite, it was clear                

that space was going to be a new frontier to display foreign power. Technological advances               

have opened the possibility of space exploration to countries beyond the superpowers of the              

United States and the Soviet Union. Today, most countries on Earth operate or have operated a                

satellite. With the rise of commercial “New Space,” the world is at a turning point as more                 

resources and systems are used in space and are reliant on space, such that historic               

international treaties governing space (such as the Outer Space Treaty) are facing scrutiny for              

irrelevance. 

 

5.2. Historical Background 
In the Cold War, the two world superpowers – the United States and the Soviet Union –                 

competed in an arms race, first over the creation of nuclear weapons and then over their                

delivery systems. Strategic bombers gave way to different missile technologies. It began with             

the Inter-Regional Ballistic Missile that could launch nuclear warheads within a continent. As             

these missiles increased in range, a new class of missile was created, called Inter-Continental              

Ballistic Missiles (ICBM). These systems carried their payloads through space on a sub-orbital             

trajectory. A modified ICBM launched by the Soviet Union in 1957 carried Sputnik (the first               

artificial satellite) to space. This was the dawn of the space age. Soon, the United States                53

followed with its own satellites and space program. 

With space open to the two world superpowers, there were calls by the international community               

for the peaceful use of space so that it would play no part in the proxy conflicts that marked the                    

Cold War. In response, the United Nations General Assembly created resolution 1348 to help              

53 CIA – The Soviet Space Program: 
https://www.cia.gov/library/video-center/video-transcripts/the-soviet-space-program.html  
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promote the peaceful use of outer space. In this resolution, the Committee for the Peaceful Use                

of Outer Space (COPOUS) was formed as a body to help guide international space law.   54

While the international community sought to use space for peaceful reasons, the Cold War              

superpowers were developing military space programs in secret. Satellites took over from spy             

planes, maintaining reconnaissance of what their rival did. In addition, both sides drew up plans               

to create military space stations and other space warfare capabilities. Both the United States              

and the Soviet Union conducted anti-satellite missile (ASAT) tests against their own satellites.             55

The United States even succeeded in testing a thermonuclear warhead 250 miles above the              

Pacific Ocean, creating a suborbital nuclear detonation 100 times more powerful than the bomb              

dropped in Hiroshima. This test destroyed a third of the satellites at the time and poisoned one                 56

of the most used regions of space.   57

The first major step in space law was the Outer Space Treaty (OST) in 1967, also known as                  

resolution 2222 (XXI). It set the rules for the exploration of           58

space, with the benefit of humankind as the end goal. The OST            

also declared that space was open and free to all states,           

therefore restricting occupation by claiming sovereignty, through       

occupation, or any other means. Furthermore, the OST indicated         

that, in their exploration, states should prevent contamination of         

celestial bodies. The OST included that nuclear weapons and         

weapons of mass destruction are banned from orbit. Lastly, the          

OST made the individual states responsible for the space         

activity from their own country, whether that be launches in orbit           

or in reentry. 

54 The United Nations – Resolution 1349 (XIII): 
http://www.un.org/en/ga/search/view_doc.asp?symbol=A/RES/1348(XIII) 
55 Union of Concerned Scientists – A History of Anti-Satellite Programs: 
https://www.ucsusa.org/nuclear-weapons/space-security/a-history-of-anti-satellite-programs#.W1S4dC2ZNp8  
56 The Smithsonian – Going Nuclear Over the Pacific: 
https://www.smithsonianmag.com/history/going-nuclear-over-the-pacific-24428997/?utm_source=masthead-newslet
ter&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=member-newsletter-20171213-20&silverid=%%RECIPIENT_ID%%  
57 http://www.indiastrategic.in/topstories599.htm  
58 United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs - Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the 
Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies 
http://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/introouterspacetreaty.html  
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The OST was followed by other treaties to provide regulations for other situations not covered in                

the OST. The first was the Agreement on the Rescue of Astronauts, the Return of Astronauts                

and Return of Objects Launched into Outer Space, which obligates all signatories to help              59

rescue other nations’ astronauts and return them and any objects that re-enter to their States of                

origin. The Convention on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects was             

created in case of an emergency or problem that causes damages. It holds the State that                

controlled the spacecraft liable to pay compensation for any damages done. The fourth treaty              

that has come into effect is the Convention on Registration of Objects Launched into Outer               

Space, which holds that all objects launched into space are to be registered with the               

Secretary-General to help better promote identification. The requirements that must be reported            

include the state launching, location of launch, the basic orbital elements, and the general              

purpose of the launch.  

In addition, there has been one more treaty: The Agreement Governing the Activities of States               

on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, also known as the Moon Treaty or Moon Agreement.                60

It is considered a failed treaty as none of the states that have a significant space presence have                  

signed, ratified, or acceded to it. The treaty further expands on the regulations for the peaceful                

use of celestial bodies. The final part of the treaty lays out that the moon and the moon’s                  

resources are a common heritage of humankind, and therefore, no government or            

nongovernment entity can lay claim to the resources found in or on the moon. Instead, an                

international regime will be set up to equally share the resources with special consideration for               

developing states and states that contributed to the exploration of the moon. 

 

5.3. Current Situation 

Recently, there has been a rise in the militarization of space. In 2007, China conducted its own                 

ASAT missile test using a ballistic missile, destroying one of its own satellites. The              61

59United Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs – Internacional Space Law: 
http://www.unoosa.org/res/oosadoc/data/documents/2017/stspace/stspace61rev_2_0_html/V1605998-ENGLISH.pdf  
60 United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs – Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and 
Other Celestial Bodies http://www.unoosa.org/oosa/en/ourwork/spacelaw/treaties/intromoon-agreement.html  
61 Space News - U.S. State Department: China Tested Anti-satellite Weapon: 
https://spacenews.com/41413us-state-department-china-tested-anti-satellite-weapon/  
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international community in general raised concerns about this aggressive stance and about the             

debris field that was created. China has continued the program at a slower pace and without as                 

destructive testing. Another weapon system that has raised controversy is the release of the              

Russian RS-28 Sarmat ICBM. The RS-28 works by putting its payload into a polar orbit over                62

either of the poles to strike its target. This raises concerns about the RS-28 going against the                 

OST with its capabilities of an orbital insertion with a nuclear warhead.  

As asteroid mining has become more feasible, it has created some contention. Both the United               

States and Luxembourg have created space law due to concerns that the commercial use of               

outer space is in direct opposition to the Moon Agreement. The U.S. Commercial Space Launch               

Competitiveness Act in 2015 granted the U.S. federal courts jurisdiction over damages caused             

by U.S. private and commercial space flight. It calls for the minimization of burdens on               63

commercial space companies as a way to help foster the industry. It also grants U.S. citizens                

the right to possess, mine, and sell asteroids and other space resources. Luxembourg passed              

similar legislation, which created a framework to allow companies to keep, use, and sell the               

asteroid materials they collect. In addition, Luxembourg is investing directly into commercial            64

space mining companies in an attempt to become a hub of asteroid mining. This comes with the                 

advent of companies, such as Deep Space Resources and Planetary Resources, gaining capital             

to launch satellites. Both companies have plans to collect resources from asteroids.   65

This rise in both the capabilities to mine asteroid and commercial companies in space has               

caused controversy around property rights and the relevance of the OST. As states with a               

smaller space presence tend to favor ideas of the Moon Agreement, the countries that have a                

major space presence currently tend to be more in favor of allowing companies to mine space                

resources, as shown with the creation of legislation allowing the ownership of asteroids by both               

Luxembourg and the United States. They argue that the OST prevents states from laying claims               

to celestial bodies, but does not mean that resources extracted from space cannot be claimed               

62 Time -Russia Unveiled a New Arsenal of Nuclear Weapons. Should You Be Scared? 
http://time.com/5183489/russia-invincible-missile-nuclear-weapons-doubts/  
63 Congress.Gov - H.R.2262 - U.S. Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness Act 
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/2262/  
64 BBC News – Luxemburg to Support Space Mining: https://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-35482427  
65 Space.com - Planetary Resources' Asteroid-Mining Goals Move Closer with Satellite Launch 
https://www.space.com/39363-planetary-resources-asteroid-mining-satellite-launches.html  
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by non-government entities. Those that favor space mining tend to point to how the oceans are                

a global commons, like space, but can still be fished.  

Questions are also being raised about the relevance of the OST and if it is a relic of the Cold                    

War. When it was written, there were only two states with space capabilities and they were in                 

the middle of a Cold War. This is unlike today, since most states on earth have flown at least                   

one satellite, and many universities and companies even have space assets. The OST has              

been used to ensure that space is a global commons and that one or a few states cannot                  

monopolize space. While the drive for states to explore space is disincentivized, as they cannot               

claim land, important questions remain about the legality and the rights of long-term lunar and               

Mars bases. It prevents weapon systems from being placed in space but does not prevent               

ICBMs from passing through space. When the OST was created, space was the realm of               

governments. Now with the “New Space” era, there are gaps in international law about how to                

deal with these companies and their ambitions.  

Even though the Outer Space Treaty provides a foundation from which future laws and              

regulations can spring from, the major space powers seem to hold no interest in developing a                

comprehensive treaty to serve as an arbiter in space. Although the U.S. government and              

U.S.-based companies operate over half of satellites in orbit, more participants in the space              

arena makes consensus   

harder. The lack of    

regulation, combined  

with a crowding field,    

promotes aggressive and   

covert actions as a    

means to advance a    

state’s agenda. Conflict   

is furthered by the recent     

change in rhetoric by the     

U.S.; driven by   

competition, the U.S. has even proposed creating a Space Corps. The crux of the issue can be                 

seen by the U.S.’s unwillingness to ratify a ban of weapons in space, proposed by China and                 

Russia, while promoting norms created by the European Union, which China and Russia             

opposed. In short, each side seeks to use rules to curtail the activities of the other while                 
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enabling their own, reaching an impasse that is detrimental for the long-term peaceful state of               

space.   66

Commercial space companies are already launching payloads to space. A number of “New             

Space” companies are looking to bring paying customers into space, including companies such             

as SpaceX and Boeing, who are currently working on orbital-crewed capsules that will be              

capable of bringing astronauts to the International Space Station, and companies such as Blue              

Origin and Virgin Galactic that are soon to be launching customers on suborbital flights. As               

these companies start expanding their capabilities into human space flight they start creating             

capabilities that were not accounted for in the OST. There are basic rules in place for what                 

states can do on the surface of the moon. However, these rules do not account for situations                 

like SpaceX’s plans for human colonies on Mars or Blue Origin’s plans to colonize the moon.                

The current regulations were created when there were only small groups of astronauts and              

cosmonauts in space at a time. Programs such as United Launch Alliance’s Cis-Lunar 1000              

plan will drastically increase the number of people living and working space. As the number of                

people living and working in space increases, many of these people may not be working for                

governments or living on government-owned space stations, raising the issue of the ownership             

and jurisdiction of off-planet commercial habitation. 

As technology improves, access to space will increase and a new set of challenges will arise. A                  

lack of regulation will exacerbate the conflict emerging from these challenges. Ideas like             

Asgardia, an international movement to create a space-based nation, raise the issue of how              

States will form off-planet. There are few of these initiatives, and they are unlikely to succeed                67

without strong funding, which will be harder to come by without solid regulation that promotes               

investor confidence.  

Today, there is more and more access to space, and with this access, there are new challenges                 

that have yet to be sufficiently addressed. International bodies are once again positioned to              

debate the merits of several ideas and provide a comprehensive roadmap for states to follow.  

66 The Atlantic – America's Space Commanders Rattle Their Lightsabers 
https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2017/04/space-war/521910/?utm_source=masthead-newsletter&utm_m
edium=email&utm_campaign=member-newsletter-20171213-20&silverid=%%RECIPIENT_ID%%  
67 Space.Com – Asgardia, Proposed Space-Based Nation Accepting Citizenship Applications 
https://www.space.com/34386-asgardia-space-nation-accepting-citizenship-applications.html  
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5.4. Bloc Positions  

5.4.1. The right for nations to have ASAT Weaponry 

Primarily proposed by China that all States that wish to have ASAT weapons should be able to                 

have that capability. China points to the fact that both Russia and the United States have these                 

capabilities. 

5.4.2. The ability to mine space resources 

Proposes that the OST does not prevent private companies from owning parts of celestial              

bodies, which they mine. They point to the fact that like space, the oceans are a global                 

commons and private companies can fish the oceans. They also argue that the OST prevents               

States from claiming celestial bodies and leaves the regulation of non-government entities to             

their own States. This bloc tends to have larger space presence and capabilities being              

spearheaded by the United States and Luxembourg. 

5.4.3. The Moon Agreement 

This group agrees with the regulations proposed within the Moon Agreement. In relation to              

space mining, they hold that all resources are a common heritage and therefore should be               

equally shared. This bloc is the largest, but has the least amount of space presence. Many                

within this bloc are developing nations. 

5.4.4. The desire to implement space regulation 

Countries new to the space arena, or countries that would see their activities curtailed due to                

regulation, would benefit from the lack of an enforced framework in space. On the other hand,                

the most established players would benefit from rules that allow them to maintain and expand               

their infrastructure. 
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5.5. Discussion Questions 

● What should be done about the development anti-satellite weapons and missiles that            

place nuclear warheads in orbit when they are launched? 

● Who governs the launches by private companies as well as the activities they pursue              

off-planet? 

● What does “national appropriations” in the OST look like? 

● Is the OST still relevant to today, or is it a relic of the Cold War? 

● What regulations should be placed on space mining? 

● How should the framework to regulate space look like, and who should enforce it?  

 

5.6. Key Terms 

● ASAT Missile- Anti-satellite missile 

● Cis-Lunar- The area around the earth and moon 

● NewSpace- New private space companies that are building launch capabilities  

● Outer Space-100 kilometers from the earth is the boundary of outer space 

● COPUOS- Committee on the Peaceful Use of Outer Space 

● UNOOSA- United Nations Office of Outer Space Affairs 

 

5.7. Resources 

Please refer to footnotes. The following sources can also further your understanding of the              

topic:  
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● ABA Journal – The Outer Space Treaty turns 50. Can it survive a new space race? 

http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/outer_space_treaty 

● The Space Review -Why the Outer Space Treaty remains valid and relevant in the 

modern world 

● http://www.thespacereview.com/article/3448/1 

● The Conversation -The Outer Space Treaty has been remarkably successful – but is it fit 

for the modern age?  

● http://theconversation.com/the-outer-space-treaty-has-been-remarkably-successful-but-i

s-it-fit-for-the-modern-age-71381 

● James Howard - A Note on the Outer Space Treaty 

● https://jameshoward.us/2017/08/18/note-outer-space-treaty/ 

● The Space Review - The Moon Treaty: failed international law or waiting in the 

shadows? 

● http://www.thespacereview.com/article/1954/1 

● Space 4 Peace - Peaceful Uses of Outer Space and International 

Lawhttp://www.space4peace.org/ethics/puosil.htm 
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6. SPECPOL Topic 2 - Looking at the aftermath of the 

Paris Agreement and the Sustainable Development Goals 

to protect our environment and resources  
6.1. Topic Overview 
In September of 2000, the United Nations established the Millennium Development Goals, a set              

of 8 goals agreed upon by the world’s states and institutions in order to alleviate the plight of the                   

poorest citizens of the global community. The success of these goals was unprecedented and              

lead to the creation of the Sustainable Development Goals—17 additional goals that covered a              

range of topics broader than the scope of the MDGs. Of these 17 goals, 6 of them (Goals 7, 11,                    

12, 13, 14, and 15) directly relate to the protection of the environment and resources, in addition                 

to the creation of sustainable methods. 

The Sustainable Development Goals were established in 2015 and brought climate change and             

its influence on all aspects of global development to the forefront. This set the stage for the                 

development of the Paris Agreement in 2016 as a stepping stone to achieve those SDGs.               

However, the strength of the Paris Agreement is drawn from its voluntary nature and with the                

withdrawal of the United States, a major greenhouse gas emitter and original champion of the               

agreement, that strength has greatly diminished. The current situation asks China, also a major              

greenhouse gas emitter, to step up and take the lead in achieving the goals of the Paris                 

Agreement and the Sustainable Development Goals. Stronger supporting efforts must also be            

undertaken by states to turn those goals into reality. 

 

6.2. Historical Background 
Established in 1972, the United Nations Environment Programme “sets the global environmental            

agenda.” With involvement from 49 countries in the UN, it focuses on seven main areas: Climate                

Change, Disasters and Conflict, Ecosystem Management, Environmental Governance,        

Chemicals and Waste, Resource Efficiency, and Environment Under Review. UNEP was the            

first organization of its kind and signaled the beginning of the unified global action to tackle                

environmental issues around the world. Its creation provided a foundation for environmental            
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cooperation, research, and education that only grew stronger through the growth and scope of              

its various programs. 

It was that global consensus, created by UNEP, that afforded the Montreal Protocol the ability to                

become one of the most successful agreements ever created. It is the only agreement to have                

ever been ratified by all 197 member countries of the United Nations. In 1973, chemists Frank                

Sherwood Rowland and Mario Molina discovered that chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) that          

remained in the atmosphere for 50 to 100 years slowly broke down, releasing chlorine atoms               

that broke down stratospheric ozone. Despite the fact that aerosol and halocarbon industries             

disputed the Rowland-Molina hypothesis, the two scientists testified in front of the House of              

Representatives in 1974, securing the funding for further study. The consequent discovery in             

1985 of a hole in the ozone layer by British Antarctic Survey scientists resulted in the creation of                  

the Montreal Protocol eighteen months later. The protocol effectively banned the manufacture            

and usage of CFCs globally and provided a stellar example of international governments             

effectively responding to concerns and evidence presented to them by the scientific community.             

In recent years however, there are unconfirmed suspicions that various Asian states, such as              

China, may be manufacturing chlorofluorocarbons, violating the legally binding nature of the            

Protocol. 

Research was what fueled the creation of the Montreal Protocol, and that was later reflected               

through the establishment of the IPCC in 1988 by UNEP and the World Meteorological              

Association. With 195 participating countries, the IPCC became the foremost research frontier            

for climate change, bringing together the expertise of thousands of scientists. It began             

congregating all of its research regarding anthropogenic climate change within its Assessment            

Reports (ARs), the first of which was completed in 1990. Currently in the process of writing the                 

Sixth Assessment Report, its most recent AR was published in 2015 and provides a              

comprehensive view of the state of the environment, future vulnerabilities, and response            

frameworks. 

The creation of the IPCC allowed for a steady stream of research that could be applied across                 

various programs and global actions. The First Assessment Report provided the basis for the              

creation of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). The            

UNFCCC was ratified by all 197 member states with the main goal of stabilizing greenhouse gas                

emissions in order to reduce the acceleration of global climate change. The utilization of              
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greenhouse gas inventories became standard following the ratification of the Convention in an             

effort to hold countries accountable to their emission rates. The Convention also separates             

countries based on the level of expected commitment to the UNFCCC. These categorizations             

are as follows: Annex I, which consists of states classified as industrialized, in addition to               

“economies in transition” parties (EIT); Annex II consists of states which are a part of the                

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), and these states take on            

the bulk of responsibilities regarding funding to EIT parties and developing nations in addition to               

taking the lead on greenhouse gas emissions reduction and climate change; Non-Annex I,             

which consists of developing nations; and LDCs, 49 countries which are given special             

designation due to their inability to address climate change and greenhouse gas emission             

concerns.  

It was under the auspices of the UNFCCC that the Kyoto Protocol was created in 1997,                

although it did not become effectively ratified until 2015. It consists of three main mechanisms in                

order to reduce and catalogue greenhouse gas emissions: (1) international emissions trading,            

(2) Clean Development, and (3) joint implementation. International emissions trading refers to            

the process of exchanging “assigned amount units” (AAUs). When a country reduces            

greenhouse gas emissions by more than it committed to doing so under the Kyoto Protocol, it                

can sell excess AAUs to countries who may fail to meet their commitment, providing those               

countries with some more leeway. The Clean Development Mechanism allows developing           

nations to generate “certified emission reduction” (CER) credits. CER credits are earned through             

the development of emissions reduction projects within developing nations, and they can be             

sold to industrialized countries in order to help them reach their Kyoto Protocol targets by               

offsetting one ton of carbon per credit. Joint implementation regards the activity of developed              

nations in creating projects that reduce carbon emissions or increase carbon removal from the              

atmosphere. A successfully implemented program allows a country to earn “emission reduction            

units” (ERUs) which are similar to AAUs and CER credits in that they can count towards their                 

Kyoto targets. The first commitment period for the Kyoto Protocol lasted from 2008 to 2012, and                

the second commitment period was recently established through the Doha Amendment.  

Ultimately, the movement towards heightened global cooperation in order to tackle the world’s             

issues culminated in the form of the eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which were              

established in 2000. While the MDGs were geared towards the elimination of poverty, the              

world’s states recognized that the conditions of poverty in the least developed nations would              
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only get more abject with the furthering of environmental crises. It was with this in mind that                 

Millennium Development Goal 7, “Ensure Environmental Sustainability,” was created, providing          

a framework for the goals and methods of solving environmental issues.  

Funding was necessary if the least developed nations of the world were going to devote energy                

towards environmental issues, considering that for most countries, the environment was and is             

not first on their list of priorities when it comes to improving the lives of their citizens. It was for                    

this reason that the Green Climate Fund was established in 2010, creating grants that least               

developed nations could utilize in order to implement and create environmentally sustainable            

programs and infrastructure within their states in an effort to combat environmental destruction             

and anthropogenic climate change.  

The progress generated by the Millenium Development Goals and the progress facilitated by the              

Green Climate Fund was enormous, and aiming to continue such progress, in 2015, when the               

Millenium Development Accords expired, the world once again came together to create the             

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). A far more expansive and comprehensive framework,           

the SDGs are a set of 17 goals, with goals 7, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15 focusing on issues relating                     

to the environment. The momentum generated by the SDGs fueled the creation of the Agenda               

for Sustainable Development in addition to the Paris Agreement. 

The Paris Agreement is a universal, legally binding global climate deal created at the Paris               

climate conference and signed by 195 states (every state with the exception of Syria and               

Nicaragua). It was adopted in 2016 and builds upon the framework of the UNFCCC. The               

central-most article of the Agreement, Article 13, does two main things. First, it creates a               

transparency framework that asks that every country provide information on GHG levels;            

second, it asks developed countries to help developing countries through finance-, technology-,            

and infrastructure-based means. Both of these objectives are accomplished through the           

utilization of Nationally Determined Contributions or NDCs, which essentially is the           

communication of a state’s greenhouse gas emission goals to the rest of the world. 
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6.3. Current Situation 

6.3.1. Status of the Environment 

When looking at the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report, success with environmental action is             

varied. Greenhouse gas emissions have still increased from 2005 to 2011, despite the Kyoto              

Protocol, and it is “virtually certain” that global warming is occurring. Sea levels have also risen                

by .19 meters since 1901, and the ocean is slowly getting more acidic due to increased CO2 in                  

the atmosphere, which is then absorbed by the water. With the bleaching of coral reefs, the                

continued melting of Arctic ice, and an increase in extreme weather events. Evidence indicates              

that efforts to combat anthropogenic climate change aren’t going as fast or well enough to               

significantly slow down the consequences. 

6.3.2. Regional Bodies 

● Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 

ASEAN consists of countries that are moving towards increased industrialization, but           

their dependency on traditional sectors means that the common citizen in any of those              

states is directly affected by the consequences of environmental change. Out of the ten              

countries that will most drastically be affected, four of them are a part of ASEAN,               

specifically: Myanmar, the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. For these states, the first            

and foremost danger is rising sea levels which will force coastal towns to evacuate. In               

close second are extreme weather events that cause large levels of destruction and             

disrupt the livelihoods of their citizens. The dependency on traditional sectors such as             

agriculture, fishery, and forestry will result in dangers not only to the economies of these               

states, but also on food security. Recognizing these reasons, ASEAN designated climate            

change as a primary issue at the 2007 ASEAN Summit in Singapore. 

In order to accomplish its goals, ASEAN utilizes a combination of voluntary mitigation             

targets in addition to legally binding commitments to international agreements. A large            

focus is placed on educating citizens through awareness campaigns, in addition to            

providing workshops that give community leaders the tools and knowledge needed to            

create sustainable programs. The ASEAN Plus Three Youth Environment Forum:          

Creating a Climate for Change is one of the many methods through which ASEAN (in               
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addition to China, Japan, and South Korea) foster education and discussion regarding            

climate change. However, ASEAN is inconsistent in maintaining a steady stream of            

climate change dialogue at summits, meaning that the concrete actions and strategies            

that need to be created are often sidelined. 

● European Union (EU) 

The European Union has many natural resources and it also generates much of             

its electricity from renewable resources. However, with climate change, thermal          

energy, which is widely used in Europe, will be more difficult to gather as the               

higher temperatures go, the harder it is to cool the water required for such              

energy. At the same time, demand for air conditioning grows. Outside of this,             

tourism, agriculture, and forestry will also be affected greatly due to changes in             

temperature and sea level. Additionally, there are many concerns about flooding           

and the health of citizens.  

The EU has set a series of climate change related goals for 2020, 2030, and               

2050 and utilizes a mixture of EU and member state legislation to create its              

policy. Similar to the carbon-trading systems of the Kyoto Protocol, the Emissions            

Trading System (ETS) works specifically between states that are a part of the             

EU. The European Climate Change Program was created to build a strategy            

specific to achieving the Kyoto Protocol’s targets. The EU also has a large focus              

on the development of technology through programs such as the NER 300            

funding program. Additionally, the Union has created strategies regarding         

transportation and adaptation to climate change. The European Union leads in           

the implementation of climate change strategies but still faces many challenges           

in reaching its targets. 

● African Union 

The African Union will most likely be the most affected by the consequences of              

climate change. As of today, its citizens and member states do not have the              

capability to get through those consequences. African states - where issues such            

as food security, water scarcity, and disease already generate social and           

economic pressures – are at the onset of larger climate change consequences            
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which can be catastrophic if it materializes. Even though its member states would             

be most affected, the African Union as a whole has accomplished significantly            

less than other parts of the international community in terms of developing            

policies that can combat anthropogenic climate change. 

A successfully implemented climate strategy in Africa will result not only in            

environmental safety, but also increase peace and prosperity, as it will curb            

conflict over resources. The four pillars of the African Strategy on Climate            

Change were established at the African Union Summit in 2009. These pillars are             

as follows:  

1. Improvement of climate change governance. 

2. Enhancing means of implementation of climate change programs.  

3. Integration of climate change into development and climate proofing         

of African economies.  

4. Promoting regional and international cooperation in climate change.  

Individual countries have also integrated climate-friendly policies and methods         

into the way that they gradually industrialize their states. Ultimately, the African            

Union has the basis for successful climate change policies, but needs to            

implement them in a timely and efficient manner.  

 
6.3.3. Individual Commitments by Countries 

Numerous countries have taken individual initiatives to combat climate change. The Climate            

Change Performance Index evaluates countries based upon the initiatives they've taken and the             

success that they've had, currently ranking Sweden at 4th (spots 1-3 are unfilled as the CCPI                

believes no country has done enough to deserve a spot that high), followed by Lithuania and                

Morocco. 

China is currently transforming itself into a country that can lead the discussion around climate               

change. As the leading producer of greenhouse gas emissions, the country has been quickly              

developing renewable energy resources and committed itself to many different environmental           
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projects and strategies. The United Kingdom has sought to encourage clean automobile            

technologies, and a shift from a production to a service-based economy has also positively              

contributed to its reduction in emissions. States such as Indonesia, Brazil, Canada, and Russia              

have large hydropower capabilities but are not utilizing them as ambitiously or efficiently as they               

could. The EU has created broad policies to tackle climate change, but according to the CCPI,                

these policies are not ambitious enough. States have been taking small steps towards larger              

individual commitments to prevent anthropogenic climate change, but have not prioritized the            

high-level initiatives that are necessary to make their strategies successful. 

6.3.4. Bilateral and Multilateral Commitments 

There are over 2,174 registered partnerships that are committed to accomplishing SDGs 7, 11,              

12, 13, 14, and 15. From the Small Island Developing States to the Global Partnership on                

Marine Litter, countries of all sizes and abilities are working together in order to combat               

environmental issues.  

While these smaller partnerships are critical to the overall success of environmental ventures,             

there are several larger sets of partnerships that also form the foundation for climate change               

action. The EU currently partners with Latin American countries, India, China, and South Africa              

to build greenhouse gas emissions reduction-related programs and projects, in addition to            

research. The Low Emission Development Global Partnership and Carbon Sequestration          

Leadership Forum are other examples of global partnerships that were created for discussion             

regarding the reduction of emissions, and they promote a level of cooperation that sets an               

example for climate change leadership. 

6.3.5. Obstacles and Drawbacks to Environmental Concerns 

Tackling climate change is necessary. But it's also necessary to consider the balance of              

responsibility regarding the way it has progressed. The reality of anthropogenic climate change             

is that while developed nations have contributed the most to its acceleration with exorbitant              

greenhouse gas emissions, it is ultimately LDCs that pay the price, lacking the infrastructure              

and resources to combat its effects. But when developed nations do not take the drastic               

initiative necessary to make any difference, they force LDCs into the precarious position of              
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choosing between industrialization and protecting their citizens from the burden of climate            

change.  

When an LDC has its major sectors of economy--agriculture, fishery, forestry, etc--destroyed by             

the effects of climate change, it results in enormous stress being placed upon its future ability to                 

grow its economy, as those who are poverty stricken are placed in an even worse positions as                 

their sources of livelihood are threatened. And for countries who are attempting to pull their               

economies to a more advanced level, it is difficult for them to account for environmentally               

friendly development. Considering that the situation was driven by developing nations in the first              

place, the fact that LDCs are the ones that have their growth stunted is a cruel irony. 

Sustainably creating infrastructure for LDCs is something that must be supported by the             

resources of developed nations. But convincing states that are already reluctant to make major              

commitments to reducing greenhouse gas emissions to create lasting change within a            

developing nation and provide them with the support necessary for them to grow is difficult.               

Agreements aren’t binding enough that developed nations commit to action that will make a              

difference, and until that occurs, responsibility will remain skewed against developing nations. 

6.3.6. Climate Change Refugees 

What many don't realize about anthropogenic climate change is that while environmental            

changes are a huge concern, it's currently in the process of creating one of the largest                

humanitarian crises in history. There currently is no official designation for climate change             

refugees, or any classification for them in international agreements on refugees.  

Climate change refugees most commonly are a product of natural disasters that have become              

more severe with the progress of anthropogenic climate change. Flooding, hurricanes, wildfires,            

and more have resulted in the displacement of millions. In Bangladesh, flooding has caused              

millions to move inland to the slums of Dhaka—as many as 70% of the people in those slums                  

came there after becoming displaced. In other places such as West Africa and the Middle East,                

drought and subsequent crop failure have resulted in takeovers by terrorist groups, and             

hundreds of thousands being forced into camps. 

Without a framework to deal with refugees who have been displaced due to climate change, we                

risk forcing ourselves into a position where we can only react to a problem that will only become                  
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worse. Beginning this endeavor is further complicated by growing anti-immigrant and populist            

sentiment, but not doing so will only result in graver future consequences. 

6.3.7. Withdrawal of the United States from the Paris Agreement 

Under the administration of President Obama, the United States committed to numerous climate             

change and GHG emissions projects. The US provided large amounts of funding to the Green               

Climate Fund, was a large proponent of many initiatives, and served as a driving force in the                 

Paris Agreement. 

With the current administration’s withdrawal from the Paris Agreement, in addition to its denial of               

anthropogenic climate change, numerous effects have resulted. One of the most evident is the              

shift in power in international policies regarding climate change. The withdrawal of the United              

States has provided a large opportunity for China to become a larger driving force in the                

creation of climate change policies and programs, affording it far more influence. 

Alongside that, there is of course the funding issue. The United States provided considerable              

funding to climate initiatives and programs, but the recent withdrawal has created a gap in               

funding for organizations such as the Green Climate Fund. Without the funding leadership of the               

United States, there is a real danger that programs such as the GCF or IPCC will find difficulty in                   

successfully doing what they were created to do.  

The withdrawal of the United States from the Paris Agreement will have far-reaching             

consequences to the growth and innovation of new climate change policies. Without the support              

of the United States, the effectivity and breadth of new agreements will be limited and               

something that other countries will need to find ways to overcome. 

 

6.4. Bloc Positions  

6.4.1. United States 

Under the current administration, the United States has an official stance that anthropogenic             

climate change is not occurring and that the global warming that is occurring is completely               

natural. For this reason, after their commitments to projects such as the Green Climate Fund,               
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CSLF, and more expire, it is improbable that the United States will invest further effort into                

climate change agreements. Despite that, US emissions are expected to fall a certain amount              

due to a shift from coal power to natural gas.  

It is also important to consider how the growth of anti-immigration sentiment and its influence on                

the United States’ immigration policy will influence the amount of aid the United States provides               

to those affected by natural disasters. The recent response to Hurricane Maria's devastation in              

Puerto Rico has given evidence that, under the current administration, the allocation of aid will               

be limited, even when it occurs within the boundaries of the United States’ territories.  

6.4.2. China 

China is currently the largest producer of greenhouse gas emissions, but it is also actively               

developing technologies and methods to reduce them. The country faces enormous pressure to             

reduce these emissions both internally and externally, and therefore has been investing large             

amounts of resources not only into its own state, but into funds that provide aid to others as                  

well. It currently is in the process of implementing one of the largest carbon trading programs in                 

the world within its power sector. 

Ultimately, China's actions, both domestic and foreign, have established it as a leader in efforts               

to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. With the United States' withdrawal from climate-related            

policy issues, China has been attempting to step up to the plate, creating carbon-reduction              

programs in developing nations, providing training to government officials not only from their             

country but in others as well, and investing a large amount of money into renewable energy.                

Despite the loss of the United States’ funding to many projects, China has quickly begun looking                

for ways to pick up the slack and increase its own influence. 

6.4.3. India 

India is another state that emerged as a leader in global climate change policy after the                

withdrawal of the United States. However, its efforts may become jeopardized with the growing              

antipathy and populist sentiments of other developed nations, as it does in part rely on funding                

from those states to implement its ambitious programs. India is currently in the process of               

increasing usage of solar technology in an effort to not only reduce emissions, but also to make                 
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electricity more accessible to the vast majority of the country that is not yet completely               

industrialized. 

One of the other things that set India apart from other states is the fact that the country is not                    

attempting to implement green policies solely on the national level. India has been developing              

programs on the local and sub-national levels as well in order to more effectively tackle               

environmental issues and educate citizens about mitigation practices and the dangers they may             

face as anthropogenic climate change furthers. 

6.4.4. European Union 

The European Union emerged as a leader in climate change policy but has become limited by                

growing antipathy towards the issue in recent years. Even though the countries in the EU have                

created programs within their own boundaries and partnered with other states, the Union simply              

has not taken enough action or been ambitious enough with its climate change policy.  

6.4.5. Developed Nations 

Developed nations as a whole often fluctuate between making large promises to climate change              

initiatives while still acting in other ways that are environmentally-unfriendly. Coupled with a             

growing sense of populism, the initial progress and leadership that characterized early            

environmental agreements and conferences have diminished greatly. 

6.4.6. Developing Nations 

Developing nations have the difficult task of balancing environmental responsibility with the            

economic need to industrialize. While it is possible to develop technologies that allow these              

states to build more sophisticated infrastructure while keeping emissions reduction and           

environmental protection in mind, these countries cannot do so without the aid of other, more               

developed nations. These states simply do not have the means to invest in more eco-friendly               

development and wait for the long-term returns, and therefore are still dependent on             

non-renewable resources and practices.  

6.4.7. Least Developed Nations 

Least developed nations are those that will be most gravely affected by the progress of               

anthropogenic climate change. With their citizens mostly dependent on traditional sectors for            
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their livelihoods, climate change will severely change the way that they live. These states are               

also highly susceptible to climate change refugee crises as they do not have the means to                

rebuild and house their citizens after extreme weather disasters. When it comes to LDCs, there               

is not a question of how these countries can aid in stopping the progress of anthropogenic                

climate change because they aren’t the states that are contributing to its progress; there is the                

question, however, of how we will protect these nations from the brunt of the ill-effects that                

developing nations have caused through their irresponsibility. 

6.5. Discussion Questions 

● How do lesser developed nations balance the need for environmental protection with the             

need to industrialize their economy? 

● How should the withdrawal of the United States from the Paris Agreement be             

addressed? 

● How can we protect the poor from the worst of climate change impacts? 

● How can we encourage further development of green technologies and research? 

● How can we enforce climate change agreements? What consequences should be put in             

place for countries that violate them? 

● How do we provide lesser developed countries with the support necessary to enact             

environmentally friendly policies? 

● How do we reconcile the fact that the developed nations that most contribute to climate               

change are not as affected by its consequences as lesser developed nations are? 

6.6. Key Terms 

● Millenium Development Goals (MDGs)— a set of eight goals meant to solve the             

problems and meet the needs of the poorest citizens of the world. Developed in              

September of 2000, these goals remained active until 2015 when they were replaced by              

the Sustainable Development Goals. 

○ Goal 7 “Ensure Environmental Sustainability”— This goal had four major          

sub-goals as follows: 
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● Goal 7.A: Integrate the principles of sustainable development into country policies and            

programmes and reverse the loss of environmental resources 

● Goal 7.B: Reduce biodiversity loss, achieving, by 2010, a significant reduction in the rate              

of loss 

● Goal 7.C: Halve, by 2015, the proportion of the population without sustainable access to              

safe drinking water and basic sanitation 

● Goal 7.D: Achieve, by 2020, a significant improvement in the lives of at least 100 million                

slum dwellers 
● Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)— a set of 17 goals meant to solve the world’s              

biggest issues. These were implemented in 2015 as a follow up to the Millenium              

Development Goals. 

○ Goal 7 “Affordable and Clean Energy” — Focuses on the creation of renewable             

energy and increase energy efficiency. 

○ Goal 11 “Sustainable Cities and Communities”— Focuses on the sustainable          

development of infrastructure, creating environmentally-friendly cities, and       

providing support to climate change refugees. 

○ Goal 12 “Responsible Consumption and Production”— Focuses on the         

development of sustainable resource usage and production, from agriculture to          

fossil fuels. 

○ Goal 13 “Climate Action”— Focuses on creating plans for adapting and mitigating            

climate change impacts and integrating them into national policies within nations. 

○ Goal 14 “Life Below Water”— Focuses on protecting marine environments that           

are threatened by overfishing and pollution. 

○ Goal 15 “Life on Land”— Focuses on the protection of all land environments,             

freshwater resources, biodiversity, and forest management methods. 

● Paris Agreement— A universal, legally binding global climate deal created at the Paris             

climate conference and signed by 195 nations (every nation with the exception of Syria              

and Nicaragua) in 2016. 

○ Article 13— Does two things: (1) creates a transparency framework that asks that             

every country provide information on GHG levels; (2) it asks developed countries            

to help developing countries through finance-, technology-, and        

infrastructure-based means. 
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● United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)— Ratified by all           

197 member states with the main goal of stabilizing greenhouse gas emissions in order              

to reduce the acceleration of global climate change. The utilization of greenhouse gas             

inventories became standard following the ratification of the Convention in an effort to             

hold countries accountable to their emission rates. 

● Voluntary Compliance Treaties— Countries can choose whether or not to “opt-in” to            

specific climate change initiatives and agreements. 

● Nationally Determined Contribution (NDC) Partnership— The communication of a         

nation’s greenhouse gas emission goals to the rest of the world, set specifically by a               

country’s own government. 

● Kyoto Protocol— Created to motivate countries to reduce GHG emissions. It consists of             

three main mechanisms in order to reduce and catalogue greenhouse gas emissions: (1)             

international emissions trading, (2) Clean Development, and (3) joint implementation. 

● Green Climate Fund— Creates grants that least developed nations can utilize in order to              

implement and create environmentally sustainable programs and infrastructure within         

their nations in an effort to combat environmental destruction and anthropogenic climate            

change. 

● Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)— The foremost research frontier for           

climate change, bringing together the expertise of thousands of scientists. It began            

congregating all of its research regarding anthropogenic climate change within its           

Assessment Reports (ARs), the first of which was completed in 1990. 

 

6.7. Resources 

● More on the achievement of MDG #7: http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/environ.shtml  

● More on the specific targets of each SDG: 

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/topics/sustainabledevelopmentgoals 

● More on the state of climate change: https://www.ipcc.ch/report/ar5/  
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